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My statement 

In business surveys, starting pre-tests at the stage when  

a draft questionnaire has been developed, is too late: 

 

Conceptualisation  >  draft Q  >  pre-testing  >  adapting Q 

 

Studying the business context should start earlier: 

  

Conceptualisation  >  study business context   

  >  draft Q  >  pre-testing  >  adapting Q 
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CBS-DNB Survey on Finances of Enterprises & 
Balance of Payments: A new e-Questionnaire 
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www.cbs.nl/balanceofpayments 

How to test this 
questionnaire?  

http://www.cbs.nl/balanceofpayments


1. Conceptual data model 2014-2015 

2. Feasibility study (business visits) 2015 

-  5+5 businsess visits -> full response process 

-  Results: - insights in response process,  

  - Q design + survey comm. requirements (paper) 

3. ‘Paper’ schedule of questionnaire 2016 

4. Visual design 2015-2016 

5. Web questionnaire design 2016-2017 

6. Testing (usability pre-tests) 2017 

-  Pre-testing focussed at usability testing 

7. Pilot year (incl. business visits) 2018 

-  business visits -> full response process 

8. Start survey 2019 
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Steps in the Q development process 

-  5+5 businsess visits -> full response process 
-  Results: - insights in response process,  
  - Q design + survey comm. requirements (paper) 

-  Pre-testing -> usability testing 

-  business visits -> full response process 



General conclusion 

 

 

 

To get data of good quality: 

what counts is: 

• not just the questionnaire design itself,  

but what is even more important: 

• how businesses can work with the questionnaire  

 organising the response process  

 getting prepared 
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o data according to the  
pre-defined definitions 

o data about the right pre-defined 
consolidated unit  

o in a timely manner  

Insights in this process?  

“Give me one year to get prepared” 



Observational unit Reporting unit Respondent Data source 

Observational unit Reporting unit Respondent 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Observational unit Reporting unit 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Rapporteurs Rapporteurs Respondents 

Observational unit 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Rapporteurs Rapporteurs Respondents Reporting units 

• Many data sources, at various locations 
• Many people, at various locations  
• Many sub-units 
• Time: when data are available, and businesses have time 

or a combination 
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Centralised accounting 

Complex project organisation 

Private equity company 
Accounting offshore 

Foreign owned multinational 

 

All  
structures 
apply! 

Complexity of response process 



Holding CBS contact 
Consolidated 

Cluster 

B.V. 
Consolidated 
cluster 

DNB  
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DNB  
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Consolidated 
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CBS Q 
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Combi Q 

Old response process 

New response process –  
to be established 
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Complex response process: example 
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to be established 
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Complex response process: example 



Getting ready  in 3 steps 
Business information day in Amsterdam 
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     reporting 
1. Get overview of requested information CBS  DCB 

 Download list of variables and  
  definitions         
 Match with own sources           
 Be aware of:          
  -  correct unit/entity: Consolidation cluster 
 -  differences in definitions 
 -  periodicity: quarterly data 

2. (If needed) Integrate the various individual 
rapporting processes for CBS and DCB  
using the new questionnaire 

3. Implement one new rapporting process 



Observational unit Reporting unit Respondent Data source 

Observational unit Reporting unit Respondent 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Observational unit Reporting unit 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Rapporteurs Rapporteurs Respondents 

Observational unit 
Data bron Data bron Data sources 

Rapporteurs Rapporteurs Respondents Reporting units 

• Many data sources, at various locations 
• Many people, at various locations  
• Many sub-units 
• Time: when data are available, and businesses have time 

or a combination 
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Centralised accounting 

Complex project organisation 

Private equity company 
Accounting offshore 

Foreign owned multinational 

 

Complexity of response process 

Information distributed… 

– Between people 

– Between sources 

– Between departments 

– Over time 

We would have  
missed this information  

if we would have done a first 
pre-test AFTER we had 
developed a first draft 



My statement 

In business surveys, starting pre-tests at the stage when  

a draft questionnaire has been developed, is too late: 

 

Conceptualisation  >  draft Q  >  pre-testing  >  adapting Q 

 

Studying the business context should start earlier: 

  

Conceptualisation  >  study business context   

  >  draft Q  >  pre-testing  >  adapting Q 
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See:  Snijkers, Haraldsen, Jones and Willimack, 2013,  
  Designing and Conducting Business Surveys.  Wiley, Hoboken. 



Planning an effective Business Survey 
Communication Strategy  

7-step approach to an optimal strategy 
(Snijkers & Jones: Ch 9 in Snijkers et al., 2013) 
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1. Define objectives 

2. Study contextual factors: a. business factors  
 b. survey organization factors 

3. Define paradata and indicators for monitoring 

4. Design, build and test the strategy 

5. Revise and finalize 

6. Implement 

7. Evaluate 



Adapt pre-testing methods to business context 

Tucker (1997): 

 

“Successful generalisation from the laboratory will depend upon 

the researcher’s ability to create realistic conditions in the 

laboratory or, at least, take into account the differences when 

drawing conclusions from laboratory experiments.” 

 

 

 
Discussion on scientific characteristics of pre-testing, like generalizability,  

a decade after CASM (1984).  
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Do we need adapted methods? 

1. Methods (or a combination of methods) that take into account: 
-  the complex response process 

-  practical considerations 

-  available quantitative (para)data 

-  “new” methods used by other professionals, like web designers  

2. Careful selection of businesses: representing the various 

situations in the field: 

 -  insights in these situations 

3. Analysis and reporting:  
-  Quick-and-dirty, or 

-  Slow-and-thorough ? 

   (CIRF: Cognitive Interviewing Reporting Framework; Willis & Boeije, 2013) 
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- Meta-analysis of pre-test reports: 
   What do we know?  
- Share results 

- Rethink our practices 
- Start here; not with the methods 
- Collaborate in pre-testing 

- Study the complex response processes 



Safety and health at work is everyone’s concern. It’s good for you. It’s good for business.  

AN INTERNATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT SURVEY AND THE 

COVERAGE OF MICRO ENTERPRISES – DOES ONE-SIZE FIT ALL? 
 

Fifth International Workshop on Business Data Collection Methodology 
 

Lisbon, 19 September 2018 

  
Xabier Irastorza  

Prevention and Research Unit, EU-OSHA 
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www.esener.eu 

Content 

1. EU-OSHA 

2. ESENER-2 

3. ESENER-2 Follow-up study 

4. ESENER-3 Outlook  
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1. EU-OSHA - Who we are 

The European Union body responsible for the collection, analysis and 

dissemination of relevant information to serve the needs of those 

involved in safety and health at work. 

 One of the 40 EU agencies 

 Governed by European law 

 Mostly financed from the general EU budget 

 Independent in the execution of its mission/tasks  

 A tripartite network organisation, closely linked to EU actors and 

national networks through the national focal points 
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2. European Survey of Enterprises on New and 

Emerging Risks (ESENER) - changes 

Greater geographical 

coverage 
ESENER-1 (2009) ESENER-2 (2014) 

Countries 

Total of 31:  

EU-28 + Turkey, Norway, 

Switzerland 

Total of 36: 

ESENER-1 + Albania, Iceland, 

FYROM, Montenegro and 

Serbia 

Establishments 

surveyed 
30,000 49,320 

National versions of 

questionnaire 
Adapted for language and 

national OSH terminology  

41 47 

Increased proportion 

of workplaces 

covered 
ESENER-1 ESENER-2 

Smallest business size 10 workers 5 workers 

Sector 

All, including public, 

except agriculture and 

fishing 

All, including public and 

agriculture and fishing 
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2. ESENER-2 Respondent EU28 (in %)  

‘Person who knows most about safety and health at the workplace’ 
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Owner of a firm, managing director, site manager  Manager without specific OSH tasks  

Manager with specific OSH tasks  OSH specialist without managerial function  

Employee representative in charge of OSH  Another employee in charge of the subject 

External OSH consultant/NA  
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2. ESENER-2 Response and cooperation rates, by 

establishment size. 

10% 

17% 

21% 

24% 

14% 

17% 

23% 

28% 

33% 

22% 

0% 

5% 

10% 

15% 

20% 

25% 

30% 

35% 

40% 

45% 

50% 

5-9 10-49 50-249 250+ All 

Response rate Cooperation rate 

Response rate:     % completed interviews from all touched addresses 

Cooperation rate:  % completed interviews from eligible contacts 
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• Little knowledge about self-selection effects (‘good OSH 

performers‘)  
− lack of information on non-participants or benchmark data 

 

• Only indication from data:  
−All OSH provisions (risk assessments, information etc.) are taken 

less often by micro and small establishments (MSEs) than by 

larger workplaces  

−Notable country differences 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Response rates 

Non-response bias?  
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3. ESENER-2 Follow-up study 

 Impact of expansion of survey universe in ESENER-2  

 Informed by and structured around the TSE  
• Focus on measurement error - inclusion of micro 

establishments. 

  

 Are the survey questions applicable to micro establishments 

(their respondents)?   
i. review ESENER-1 and -2 questionnaires and relevant 

background information. 

ii. an initial assessment of capability based on ESENER-2 

interview responses. 

iii. in-depth qualitative interviews (28) with respondents from 

micro establishments in Spain and Romania.  
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• More difficulties to reach micro establishments: 
 

−  Partly no regular office hours. 

−  Target persons in MSE is often the boss (very busy)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• OSH in micro is handled differently: 
−  OSH often considered not relevant by micro (services):  

• Uncertain about OSH obligations. 

• Less formalized approach to OSH, measures taken ad hoc/on 

demand. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

−  For most respondents in micro, OSH is not their main task, but 

an obligation (motivation?).  
• Often no person specialised on OSH within the establishment.  

• OSH frequently outsourced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

−  Small dependent units often not allowed to participate. 

−  OSH committment highly dependent on owner/site manager 

 

 

 

 

3. ESENER-2 Follow-up study 
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‘Small establishments didn‘t know who is in charge of health and 

safety, sometimes it seemed that they hear about it for the first time. 

Even managers of such establishments sometimes didn‘t know about 

this topic‘    

 

‘Identification was more difficult in small companies, which rely on 

external providers for the health and safety at work issues. In some 

cases our study was treated as some kind of inspection, considering 

that the small companies are frequently unaware of the requirements 

for the health and safety at work and feel uncomfortable about the 

issue.‘ 

 

‘In many institutions with multiple organisations there is only 1 person 

that is in charge for more organisations. Others are mostly not 

adequate to talk about the topic nor authorized‘. 

 
Source: ESENER-2 

 

 

 

 

3. ESENER-2 Follow-up study 
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Conclusion and recommendations 

 One-size does NOT fit all - develop survey methods and 

content that are appropriate for the smallest as well as the 

largest businesses.  

 Recommendations  
• Details of the supply chain position of all establishments and the 

influences on their OSH decisions and procedures. 

• Respondents’ understanding and interpretation of key concepts and 

terms, and its implications for survey development –prompts, hints, 

clarity,... 

• Qualitative follow-up for some establishments (micro) exploring 

survey answers and workplace practice – ideally including brief 

interview with a worker. 

• Collection of sufficient contextual detail for meaningful data analysis 

and interpretation. 

• Intensive efforts to convert micro establishment refusals during or 

after the survey. 
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Next steps – ESENER-3 

• Cognitive test:   done 
 

• Master questionnaire (translation):  Q4 2018 
 

• Pilot test:  Q1 2019 
 

• Fieldwork:  Q2-Q3 2019 
 

• First findings:  Q4 2019 
 

• Launch event:   Q1 2020 
 

ESRA 2019, 15-19 July, Zagreb  
‘Business surveys and the changing data environment- how can 

we know best about businesses?’ 
https://www.europeansurveyresearch.org/conferences/overview  

https://www.europeansurveyresearch.org/conferences/overview
https://www.europeansurveyresearch.org/conferences/overview
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Discussion 

• How to develop survey methods for all business 

size classes? 

• Comparative information,... by not asking exactly 

the same?  
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THANK YOU!  
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http://oshwiki.eu/wiki/Category:Statistics  

 

http://www.esener.eu/
http://oshwiki.eu/wiki/Category:Statistics
http://oshwiki.eu/wiki/Category:Statistics


Exploring Responding Behavior
Behind «Remain Unchanged» 
Answers: Case Study for the
Business Tendency of Turkey

Türknur Brand, Cevriye Aysoy, Burkay Genç
Central Bank of Turkey (CBRT),

Hacettepe University

5th International Workshop on Business Data Collection Methodology
19-21 September 2018

*The views and opinions expressed are those of the presenter and not necessarily those of the CBRT & Hacettepe University



Outline

� Research Question & Related literature

� Aim and Methods

� Business Tendency Survey (BTS) data and Business 
Confidence Index (BCI) calculated

� Ad hoc Interpolation Method and Results

� Decision Trees and Results

� Qualitative Research and Results

� Summary Remarks & Further Studies



Research Question & Related Literature

� How is the decision on responding the general 
tendency on economic situations formed?

� Hidden donot know (Bovi, 2009)

� Satisficing behaviour (Krosnick, 1991)

� Faces saving donot know (Sturgis, et al. 2014)

� Overpessimistic or overoptimistic (Kahneman and
Tversky, 1974)



Aim in this Study

� Core Q: What is the attitude behind business
managers responding ‘remain unchanged’ in general 
economic conditions question? 

� Supplementary Qs: 

1.How do they interpret their economic situation
cognitively?

2.Which economic indicators direct their economic situation
expectations?

3. Do they remember their answers from a previous period
of the survey they responded (a month/2 months earlier or
more)? 



Aim: Why are we curious about that?

� Response alternatives to “Your Opinion About the 

General Course of Business in your Industry, Compared to 

Previous Month”

� Whether high percent of «remain unchanged» is affecting
the interpretation of Business Confidence Index or not/ 
indirectly policies developed?
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Methods

� First: Ad hoc interpolation method with assumptions

(Note that no intention to edit data)

� Second: Decision trees models

� Third: Asking to the respondents, meetings with
firms’ business managers or accountants in depth
interviews



Business Tendency Survey

� Self administered mode via mail, web, email with
around 80% response rate

� Sampling method nonprobability sampling

� Sampling unit senior managers, accountants

� Sampling size around 2000 firms in manufacturing
industry

� Answers 3 point Likert scale, multiple choice, 
ranking some factors

� Sectors covered mining, food, textiles, forestry, 
paper products, chemicals, machinery, energy, 
metal



Business Confidence Index Calculation

� The method that Sutanto (1999) used for Indonesia case 

is followed.

� The scales which are in the form of ´´more optimistic-

remain unchanged- more pessimistic´´ or ´´up-the 

same- down´´ are coded. 

� Answers indicating improvement are scored 1

� Answers indicating no change are scored 0

� Answers indicating a worsening condition are scored -1



Business Confidence Index Calculation

Balance (diffusion index) =

(#of participants answered up - # of participants answered
down)/N *100

N = Total number of firms participated to survey in related
month

Balance > 100 : respondent is positive for related question

Balance < 100 : respondent is negative for related question

� Summing up those diffusion indices for some of the Qs
calculates BCI



Ad Hoc Interpolation Method

� How would you answer if you are to respond? 

Possible Interpretations of ‘Remain Unchanged’

1. Same as Before

arithmetically NULL

2. Not informative (Donot know)

arithmetically NULL

3. Same change as before (Increase or Decrease) 

not equal to NULL



Ad Hoc Interpolation Method
Table 1 : Procedure for Interpolating "Remain Unchanged" ("2") Answer for Question 28

In Survey S-
6, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey S-
5, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey S-
4, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey S-
3, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey S-
2, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey S-
1, the Firm 

A 
Responded

In Survey 
S, the Firm 

A 
Responded

Interpolated 
Response of 
Firm A in S 

Correspondingly

0,1,3 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 2 0,1,3

… 0,1,3 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 2 0,1,3

… … 0,1,3 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 2 0,1,3

… … … 0,1,3 None, 2 None, 2 2 0,1,3

… … … … 0,1,3 None, 2 2 0,1,3

… … … … … 0,1,3 2 0,1,3

2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 2 2

None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 None, 2 2 2

… … … … … … None None

… … … … … … 0 0

… … … … … … 1 1

… … … … … … 3 3
Notes: "None": Unit Nonresponse (No participation in giv en month), "0": Item Nonresponse (No answer to this question in a giv en month), 
"1": More Optimistic, "2":Remain Unchanged,  "3": More Pessimistic



Ad Hoc Interpolation Method

� Diffusion indices before and after interpolation 

are compared

� Calculated uncertainty measure (Bachman, et.al., 2010) 
as a tool; 

Ut =  Sqrt [Fract(+) + Fract(-) – {Fract(+) – Fract(-)}
2]

where Fract(-) is the fraction of “pessimistic” responses & 
Fract(+) is the fraction of “pessimistic” responses to a 
survey question at time t.



Ad Hoc Interpolation Method
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Ad Hoc Interpolation Method
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Ad Hoc Interpolation Method Results

� After interpolation pessimistic times more 
pessimistic optimistic times more optimistic

� Time to time increasing amount of neutral responses 
reflects indecisive/ uncertain minds

� Addresses periods when economic activity slow down

� Cycle before and after goes a long, no information  
loss with the recent balance discussed in each month

� In summary, relatively increasing neutral choices 
are possibly representing sluggish periods in 
economy



Decision Trees; Input and Target Variables

Total 
orders

General economic
situation

EmploymentProduction



Decision Trees Results

� Error rates between 0,24 and 0,29

� Some variables always effective in tree model & few pops
up in certain sluggish times in economy

� Sometimes pessimism in past bring current pessimistic look
or future pessimism holds with current

� As a result, not a single structure in decision tree to model, 
partly due to missing so much info under neutral answers



Qualitative Research (QR)

� Indepth interviews with firms’ business managers and
accountants from different industries

� Participants responding «remain unchanged» for a long
period are interviewed

� Interview guidelines used



Qualitative Research Results

� Mostly interpreted as «same change as before», same
level. Once worse/better than previous month, 
direction of answer changes to -/+. 

Hypothesis for Ad hoc method holds

� A few interprets «same as before», difference is zero
/arithmetically null

� Business managers and accountants’ evaluations for all
survey Qs differ



Summary Remarks & Further Studies

� 3 point Likert scale? (QR, decision tree)

� Confusion on meaning? (QR, decision tree)

� Confusion due to volatile economy?

Uncertain respondents? (AdHoc method, QR, decision tree)

� Further: Questionnaire design review?

Scales and its size review?

Necessary updates on data (reviewing profile’s
of firm respondents, revisiting the sampling
frame, delete/add firms)



THANK YOU



Exploring Web Survey 

Paradata to Improve 

Survey Design 

Réjean Doiron 

Collection Planning and 
Research Division 

Statistics Canada 

Fifth International Workshop on Business Data Collection 

Lisbon, Portugal 

September 2018 
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• Highlight uses of paradata at Statistics 

Canada. 

• Outline new research initiatives. 

 

Purpose 
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• Microsoft Internet Information Services 

(IIS) logs; 

• Show actions taken in the web 

questionnaire by both respondents and 

interviewers; 

• E.g.: what pages were visited, in what order, 

time spent on a page, browser used. 

• Do not contain response data or other 

websites visited by respondent. 

 

 

What is paradata?  

4 



Monthly Survey 

of Manufacturing 
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• “Mission Critical” Survey 

• Collects information on the sale of 

manufactured goods, inventories, unfilled 

orders and production capacity. 

• Monthly sample = 5,800 

• Target response rate = 95% 

 

 

 

 

Monthly Survey of Manufacturing 
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• Overall EQ average = 14.26 mins. 

 

 

Time per page (mins) 
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• 50 of 5400 (0.9%) cases accessed at 

least one help page. 

• Pages that generated the most help page 

requests: 

 

 

 

 

Help Pages 
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Help Page  
Number 
of Hits % of Total 

Page 62 - Production capacity 26 34.2 

Page 58 - Report manufacturing sales 14 18.4 

Page 59- Report book value of inventories 9 11.8 

Page 19 - Confirm main business activity 7 9.2 

Page 60 - Report value of unfilled orders 7 9.2 



• Irregular reporters change answer 

>50% of the time. 

• Edits on sales/inventory changed less 

frequently. 

Edits 

9 

Page Triggering Edit 
Responses 
Received 

Respondent - 
EQ Edit Did 
Not Trigger 

Respondent - 
EQ Edit 

Triggered, 
Corrected 

Respondent - 
EQ Edit 

Triggered, Not 
Corrected 

Total Edits 
Triggered 

Help 
Page? 

Page 45 - Reporting date wrong for 
irregular reporters 4,519 2,605 204 246 450 No 
Page 58 - Sales value changed 
significantly 4,519 2,628 33 394 427 Yes 
Page 58 - Total sales value changed 
significantly 4,519 2,648 45 362 407 Yes 
Page 59 - Total value inventory 
changed significantly 4,519 2,116 53 223 276 Yes 



Respondents switching between 

collection modes 

10 

Units % Units % Units %

Total 4,213       100.0% 17 100.0% 644 100.0%

Web 2,950       70.0% 0 0.0% 6 0.9%

Mail/Fax 14             0.3% 3 17.6% 2 0.3%

Telephone 1,222       29.0% 13 76.5% 635 98.6%

Non-response 27             0.6% 1 5.9% 1 0.2%

Initial Collection Mode Sent

Mode 

Received

Web Mail/Fax Telephone



• Time per page: 

• Production capacity questions not significantly 

more burdensome than other questions. 

• Help pages: 

• Limited use of help pages: monthly 

respondents more used to the survey? 

• Consider adding a help page for irregular 

reporting period cases. 

• Edits 

• Consider loosening the edit boundaries for key 

questions. 

 

 

Conclusions 

11 



Other uses of 

paradata at 

Statistics 

Canada 
12 
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Most Frequent Flow Patterns 
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Source: Jessica Andrews, Statistics Canada 
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Time per Questionnaire (REQ) by Farm Type and 
Response Language 

English Average Time French Average Time Average Time (36:33) 
14 

Source: Jessica Andrews, Statistics Canada 



Switching Devices: Long Form 

Census = 1.51% 

15 

• People were more likely to switch from a smaller device to a larger 

device.  

 

28% 

17% 

6% switched using 

different types of 

desktop/laptop (ex., 

touchscreens) 

*Less than 0.05% used 

gaming devices and other 

unidentified devices. 

28% 

Source: Anthony Bremner, Statistics Canada 
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Pages where respondents 

abandoned or saved (Long-form) 

• People most often abandoned or saved the questionnaire when 

asked about Employment or Housing (bills). 

Source: Anthony Bremner, Statistics Canada 



New directions 

for paradata 

use at Statistics 

Canada 
17 



Optimizing reminders: 

• Does day of week or time of day matter 

for reminder? 

• What is optimal number of reminders? 

• What is optimal time between reminders? 

 

Improving Collection Strategies 

18 



• Aim is to build a model that can be used to 

predict if a respondent will reply by a 

certain point in collection 

• Plan would be to move survey units who 

were predicted to respond lower on the list 

of prioritization for follow up calls 

Predicting response to surveys 

using web logs and call history 

19 



• What has been your experience using 

web questionnaire paradata? 

• What new directions are you exploring 

that we can learn from? 

 

Question 

20 



THANK YOU! 

For more information,  

please visit  

www.statcan.gc.ca 

 

 

#StatCan100 
 

Réjean Doiron 

Assistant Director, Collection Planning and Research Division 

Statistics Canada 

rejean.doiron@canada.ca 



Subject matter edits in online forms:  
Problem definition, exploration, development and 
alternatives 

by Tanya Price 
tanya.price@abs.gov.au 



Error messages with intent  
– Respondents to self-edit 

– Reduce unnecessary editing work 

Character and some logic edits 

Few on subject matter 
– More on the way 

Are in-form edits at the question the answer?  

Alternatives 

ABS experience 

12/09/2018 2 







• Problem definition critical to implementation 

• Statistical problems, workload, light cost benefit analysis 

• Conditions for triggering edits 

• Defined in respondent terms 

• How to fix  

• Not an IT user error message 

• Specification is part of design and may lead to finding 
better solutions than edits 

Design guidelines 

12/09/2018 5 



Common patterns in response  

But, some businesses do things differently 

Soft edits to point to “unusual” 

For respondents, soft edits can look like hard edits 

Do they change data even though it is correct? 

Are in-form edits the best way to manage this? 

Requests for comment in forms?  

Unexpected patterns 

12/09/2018 6 



If high non-response on questions 

Temptation to put a hard edit “Mandatory question” 

Puts a barrier to initial form review 

Intent to improve response of non-responding few 

Impacts the responding many 

Dummy data produces unintended consequences?  

Is it worth it? 

 

Hard edits for item non-response 

12/09/2018 7 







Errors rarely occur naturally 

Hypothetical scenarios unrealistic 

 

Hard edits and soft edits 

If in test form, slow and complicated cognitive walk 
throughs 

Particularly hard for questions that respondents are 
reluctant to estimate on 

Testing is tough 

12/09/2018 10 



Does your organisation use in-form edits on question subject matter?  

How intensive are those edits? Selective or prolific? 

How much are hard edits used on subject matter?  

What have been the consequences for data quality and editing 
workload?  

How did you identify consequences (or, non-consequences)? 

Have there been any unintended positive or negative consequences 
of using subject matter edits?   

 

Edit use 

12/09/2018 11 



If a form needs testing and it has hard edits in it, how do 
you test it? 

When questions are complex and participants cannot 
enter in data (nor estimates?) 

How do you test the form and questions, without the 
hard edits getting in the way? 

How do you test the hard edits to see if they help or 
hinder response? 

Hard edits in cognitive testing 

12/09/2018 12 



A type of unmoderated testing is to provide online forms 
to respondents for them to complete as they would 
normally and to provide feedback on their experience 
including on in-form edits 

This is helpful for systems testing 

But, test participants do not provide rich descriptions of 
experience in questionnaires   

Do you know of any unmoderated testing of this type 
that has been effective for business surveys?  

 

Distributed user testing 

12/09/2018 13 



We’ve done some paradata analysis and we’ve found that character 
edits and other simple edits rarely triggered and, when they were 
triggered, respondents were able change their answers and to 
continue   

Since we have not implemented more invasive in-form edits, we do 
not have paradata for analysis. We have concerns about the ability of 
paradata to tell us any more than “edit triggered” and “respondent 
did or did not change answer.” 

What is your experience with using paradata to define how in-form 
edits are working in your forms?   

 

Paradata 

12/09/2018 14 



Other thoughts? 



Designing an instrument for collecting data from political 
organisations 

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON BUSINESS DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 

LISBON SEPTEMBER 2018 



Agenda 

Single question design vs. matrix design 

 Validations and controls 

 Prefill 

 Summary 



From single questions to a matrix format 
 
 Before (2015):     After: 

◦ Far less text (more hidden help text) 

◦ Risk of item nonresponse (?) 

◦ Better overview 

 



Validations and controls 

Made easier 

since most 

amounts are 

present on the 

same page 



Prefill 

• Year and dates 

• Name and ID 

• Government subsidy amount 

• Reported contributions 

(election years) 



Summing up 

• The main amounts and sums 

• Indicates which questions to go 

back to if correction is needed 

 Helps the respondent to check her 

answers before the questionnaire is 

signed and sent in 



For discussion 

• Pros and cons – single question design versus matrix design 

◦ When do we use what design (are there any rules of thumb or guidelines)? 

◦ What do we need to consider when we use.. 

… a single question design? 

… a matrix design?  
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•The Monthly survey on employees and their salaries and wages (RAD1) has been carried out for decades on a purposive 
sample of legal entities (enterprises, institutions, cooperatives and other organisations), as well as their local units. 

 
The data collected at the level of observation units, were aggregated data on the total number of employees and the total mass of paid 
wages. The sample provided a data representativeness on municipality level (municipality of work) 
 

• The Semi-annual survey on employees and their salaries and wages (RAD1/P), carried out on enlarged sample. This 
survey provided the data on the level of education and gender. 

     Surveys, supplementing the semi-annual survey : 
• (ARAD1/P)  Sami-annual survey on the number of  employees in small legal entities;  
• (RAD15)    Semi-annual survey on entrepreneurs and their employees; 

 

Surveys on employees and their salaries and wages 
 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

                       Surveys on employees and their salaries and wages 
 

 

 
 

    The calculation of average wages: 
 
• average wages and salaries were calculated by dividing the payroll paid during 

the reporting month (regardless of the month in which they were realized) by 
the number of employees from the human resources records at the end of the 
reporting month 

• Sample did not include  
- wages of employees in the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defence,  
- salaries of employees under temporary employment contracts 

Collection of monthly  and semi-annual data : 
• response burden on Serbian businesses; 
• engagement of a significant number of employees in SORS; 
• substantial financial resources; 
 

Formal employment statistics:  

• employees - the persons who had a formal employment contracts 
      with an employer for a fixed or indefinite time. 
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 Since 2015. - Administrative data of Central Register of Compulsory Social Insurance (CROSO) became 
source  for calculated registered employment 

Benefits: 

• better coverage of employees,  

• including new the modalities of employment (temporary and occasional employment" and farmers) 

• employees by categories in The Public Sector 

 

Shortcomings of CRCSI source: (two important information are not available )    

•municipality of working place          

•NACE activity code. 

  
 
 
  

            Registered employment 
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Registered employment - Combining data CROSO and SBR 

  

                            Solution is in combining data from the CROSO and Statistical Business Register (SBR).  
        

                                             SBR creates two consultation databases every month .  
 
 

• The first comprises  of all active enterprises; this database is matched with the CROSO database. 
 Employees from CROSO, belonging to these matched enterprises, represents the base population for calculation. 
• The second consultation database is a set of all local units,  where the number of employees  are segmented 

by activities. 
 

  

Structure file is created based on this consultation database of local units . 
  Finally, that structure file is applied to the number of the employees from CROSO at the level of enterprise, 
in order to  get the number the employees from CROSO broken down by municipalities and NACE activities 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

Registered employment - Combining data CROSO and SBR 

4. Final number of 
employees by L-KAU 

level Structure of the 
employees 

2.Preparing the data for making the 
final structure for distribution 1. Survey data from SBR 

Total number of  employees in 
the enterprise from SBR 
 

Municipality Nace Activity 
 Rev.2 

Empl.  

Long T.   

Empl.  

T.O   Municipality Nace  Activity 
Rev.2 

Empl.  

Long T.   

Empl.  

T.O   

Empl.  

Long T.   

   % 

Empl. T.O   

   % 

Empl.  

long-term  
Empl. T.O   

70033 10.81 500 10 

70033 10.81 200 0 

70033 10.82 300 0 70033 10.82 300 0 23.6 0 331 0 

70181 10.03 70 0 70181 10.03 70 0 5.5 0 77 0 

70483 10.81 100 30 70483 10.81 100 30 7.9 75.0 110 90 

70085 46.36 100 0 70085 10.81 100 0 7.9 0 110 0 
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70033 10.81 700 10 55.1 25.0 772 30 

Total number of employees in the enterprise from CROSO 

100 % 100 % 
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Calculation of average salaries and wages 
 

Number of employees for calculated average earnings are calculated for the full-time equivalent  

Each employee is assigned a coefficient (between 0-1.5), and there is no multiplication  if the employee  works for 
several employers. The earnings are calculated for the NACE activity and in ownership type in which it had been 
realized. 
  

 TA data lack important information needed for earnings statistics:  

NACE activities of the local unit (LKAU), municipality of working place, educational level etc.  

 

New annual survey on employees and their salaries and wages RAD-1/G aiming to obtain: 

• average salary due to NACE activities and educational level,  

• data needed for distribution of earnings and employees by units of observation, by the NACE activities. 

 

average wages and  salaries:  

   - payments to employees to which the corresponding taxes and social security  contributions are paid; 

   - covers all the earnings for which an employer has submitted a tax form;   

From January 2018, the SORS has started using the Tax Administration (TA) to calculate average wages and salaries. 
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Average salaries and wages - Major differences (comparison between RAD-1 and TA) : 
 

Till 2018  From 2018 

included wages paid during the reporting month (regardless of 
the month in which they were realized) 

included all calculated wages for the reporting month   

average wages was available at the level of the municipality  of 

work of employees. 

average wages by municipalities relates to the municipality of 
residence of employees. 

payroll paid was divided by the number of employees from the 

human resources records (regardless of being remunerated) 

  

payroll paid now is divided by the number of employees calculated  
for the full-time equivalent 

average monthly wages reports were vailable 25 days after the 
end of the reference month.  

average wages will be available 55 days after expiration of the 

reference month 

  
                                 include wages of employees in the Ministry of the Interior and the 

Ministry of Defence 
                                 
                                 

include salaries of employees under temporary and ocasionaly 
employment contracts 
new statistical indicators:  

median wage, wage distribution, gender pay gap, average earnings 
by age, average earnings in public sector, etc. 
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Major difference comparison between TA and RAD-1: 
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Gender Pay Gap 
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This Register would be a link between the Business Registers  
and the Statistical Population Register. 

Future plans 

The personal information on an employed person (gender, age, place of residence, education etc.) as well 
as the basic information of an establishment (industry, location etc.) will be a  part of the job register 
that would greatly facilitate the work of the labour market statistic producers. 

  

Establish the Activity Register.  

 The main types of activity registers are job registers.    
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THE END 
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Reasons for Need for Change 

Response burden 

Difficulties in direct collection from respondents 

Increasing costs 

Developments in technology 

Constantly growing data size and increasing demand for data 

Difficulties in measuring economy through primary data sources 

Measurement errors 

Good practices in other national statistical offices 
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Uncertainty (Technical and Methodological) 

Data Storage 

Lack of Metadata 

New Employee Profile 

Organizational Culture 

Challenges of Adapting Big Administrative 
Data into the Statistical System 
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Reasons for Need for Change 
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Revenue Administration 

Social Security Institution 

Administrative Data Sources Integrated 
into the System 
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Main Data Sources Used in Business 
Statistics 

Period Tax Records Social Security Records 

Annual 

Corporate and Income Tax 
Returns and supplements 
 (balance sheets, income 
statements etc.) 

Data on the insurance 
holders who are working 
- under service contract  
- on their own accounts 
- as civil servants 

Quarterly 
Provisional Tax Return and 
Supplements 

Monthly 
VAT,  SCT, Withholding Tax 
Return; Buying and Selling 
Statements 
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Data processing habits changed 

Process of learning and adaptation of new tools 
started immediately such as 

• Trainings 

• Working together (collaborative works between units) 

Database performance tuning and query 
optimization became an important issue such as; 

• Working with table views 

• Indexing/partitioning 

Adaptation of Staff to New Situation and 
New Skills Acquired 
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Link to Business Registers 

Business 
Registers 

Social Security 
Institution 
Records 

Revenue 
Administration 

Records 
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Acquisition of Administrative Data 

Data Transfer 
from 

Administrative 
Source to 
TURKSTAT 

Structure and 
Integrity Checks 

Anonymization, 
Classification 
and Coding 

Authorization 
of Subject 

Matter Units 
for Data 

Processing 
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Processing of Administrative Data 

Data 
Integration 

Editing and 
Checking 

for Internal 
Consistency 

Imputation 
Corporate 

Data 
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Business Registers 

Short-Term Business Statistics 

Annual Business Statistics 

National Accounts 

Domains Affected Most By the Process of 
Extending the Use of Administrative Data 
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Before Change in Business Statistics 

An 

enterprise 

is born 

Transferred 

to the BR. 

(yearly) 

RA & SSI 

admin data 

Survey 

Turnover & 

Retail Trade 

Indices 

Labor Input 

Indices 

Annual 

Industry & 

Service 

Statistics 

National 

Accounts 

Transferred 

to the BR. 

(quarterly) Industrial 

Production 

Index 
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After Change in Business Statistics 

An 

enterprise 

is born 

Transferred 

to the BR. 

(daily) 

VAT and SCT 

Returns 

(Full enumeration) 

SSI data & 

Witholding Tax 

Return 

(Full enumeration) 

Corporate & 

Personal Income 

Tax Returns 

(Full enumeration) 

Turnover & 

Retail 

Trade 

Indices 

Labor 

Input 

Indices 

Annual 

Industry & 

Service 

Statistics 

National 

Accounts 

VAT and SCT 

Returns (Full 

enumeration) & 

Monthly Survey 

Industrial 

Production 

Index 
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Reduce cost and reporting burden of businesses 

Improve data quality 

Development of the institutional culture in a positive way 

Improve internal cooperation & coordination between units 

Add new skills and mindset to the staff 

Establish strategic partnerships with admin data holders 

Use of Administrative Data in Statistical 
Production Contributes to: 
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The existing administrative registers in data provider institutions are established for the purposes 
other than statistical production. Therefore, some differences occur in data regarding coverage, 
classifications, reference dates etc. In the meantime, we should continue our efforts to keep a 
sustainable cooperation with  data providers in order to eliminate these issues by improving and 
upgrading administrative registers and to maintain continuity of data delivery. So what do you 
recommend about innovative ways to improve/build/sustain sound partnerships with administrative 
data owners. 

What can we do more to reduce response burden while increasing (or at least maintaining) the 
level of data quality? 

What new business statistics can we produce from administrative sources that we have not 
produced before? 

I 

II 

III 

Discussion Questions 
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INTRODUCTION OF A NEW PRODUCTION 
SYSTEM FOR THE COMPILATION OF 

BUSINESS STATISTICS  

HELLENIC STATISTICAL AUTHORITY 

Vassiliki Benaki 

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON BUSINESS DATA 
COLLECTION METHODOLOGY  

STATISTICS PORTUGAL - LISBON 19-21/9/2018  



Introduction of a new production system for the 
compilation of Business Statistics  

      

 

      Business Statistics are acknowledged as a major component  for 

policy making . 

      The current economic circumstances create an urgent need for 

delivering more comprehensive data which in turn increase the 

response burden of enterprises and the cost of producing such 

statistics, due to general resources constraints. 

 



Traditional survey based method for the 
compilation of Business Statistics 

      

       

      The  applied method for the compilation of business statistics in order 

to collect information for the Short Term BS, country level BS, 

Regional BS & statistics on International Activities up to 2014 in 

Greece, was based on large scale sample surveys to enterprises of 

various economic activities such as manufacturing, construction, 

trade and services 

        



Traditional survey based method for the 
compilation of Business Statistics 

The problems encountered for the compilation of Business 

Statistics were:  

 Low response rate impacting the quality of the statistical output in 

the domain of business statistics 

 Delays in the production of statistics 

 Burden on the enterprises for providing the relevant data 

 Requirements for significant financial and human resources due to 

the large number of enterprises in the samples 



NEW SYSTEM FOR COMPILING BUSINESS STATISTICS  

    Use of Administrative Data for Business Statistics       

 

      In the context of improving the quality of business statistics and 

addressing all the above mentioned issues Hellenic Statistical 

Authority (ELSTAT) explored the use of alternative sources, besides 

surveys, for the compilation of business statistics. To this end it was 

decided  the use of administrative - mainly tax - data for the 

production of the main statistical characteristics of businesses in 

Greece. 

 



NEW SYSTEM FOR COMPILING BUSINESS STATISTICS  

 

WHY ?   
to use administrative data  

 

Administrative data are data kept either in public registers and files or 

other administrative data sources and bodies of the public sector, in 

printed, electronic or other form. 

 



Use of Administrative Data for Business Statistics  

PROS  

 Full coverage of the enterprises’ population 

 Overall improvement of the statistical output 

 Reduction of the enterprises’ administrative burden 

 Significant reduction of the cost for the production of the statistical 

results 

 Compilation of new statistical indicators in the domain of business 

statistics in order to meet the growing users’ needs 



Use of Administrative Data for Business Statistics  

CONS 

 Admin data are collected for non-statistical purposes 

 Administrative authorities control data collection and processing 

 Changes in the regulatory framework may lead to breaks in data 

series  

 Restrictions to access  due to technical and confidentiality issues 

 



NEW SYSTEM FOR COMPILING BUSINESS STATISTICS  

Strategy  

to get access to administrative data 

 

1. Legal and Institutional Framework 

2. Analysis of the structure of the administrative data 

3. Regulation  of ELSTAT  for the use of data from administrative 

sources for the compilation of business statistics 

4. Security Policy and  development of a  secure IT environment  

 



Legal and Institutional Framework 

1. EU Legal Framework  

 Regulation 223/2009 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council as amended by Regulation 759/2015 

 Regulations 177/2008, 295/2008,696/1993,1165/98 716/2007 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council 

2. National Legal Framework  

 Greek Statistical Law  3832/ 2010 as amended and in force 

 Greek Law 4174/2013 as amended by Law 4364/2015 providing 

ELSTAT with access to tax data  

 



Legal and Institutional Framework 

3. Institutional Framework 

 Memorandum of cooperation between the Hellenic Statistical 

Authority (ELSTAT), the Independent Authority of Public Revenue 

(IAPR), the General Secretariat for Information Systems (GSIS) and 

the Social Insurance Institution (IKA) on their responsibilities as 

regards the exchange of statistical information for the updating of 

Statistical Business Register, and the satisfaction of the needs of 

Structural Business Surveys and of Greek National Accounts 

 Agreement of June 2016 between Hellenic Statistical Authority 

(ELSTAT) and the Independent Authority of Public Revenue (IAPR) 

to ensure the future regular transmission of the tax data as 

described in the relevant annex to the agreement 

 



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data  

       

      

      The new system for compiling BS was initially decided to be 

implemented  for the compilation of Structural Business Statistics 

(SBS)  

      In this context an analysis of the structure of the administrative data 

was carried out at the first stage  



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data  

Aim of SBS  

 To provide an estimation: on the structure and development of 

enterprises activities, the production factors use, the performance 

and competitiveness of enterprises, the policy implemented by 

enterprises, the special characteristics and special distribution of the 

enterprises activities 

 To be used as input for the compilation of GDP (from the side of 

production, expenditure and income) and of regional data on GDP, 

Gross Value Added, Employment and Investment 

 



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data  
 

Variables to be compiled: 

 
 Business demographic variables  i.e. number of enterprises, local units 

 Input related variables 

• Labor input variables i.e.  number of persons employed, hours worked 

• Cost of input variables i.e. total purchases of goods and services and 
personnel costs 

• Capital input variables i.e. total investments in tangible goods 

 Output related variables i.e. turnover and production value  

 Variables related to specific expenses categories i.e. payments for 
agency workers and long-term rental and operational leasing 

 



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data 

 Identification of the statistical variables that could be derived from 
the admin data 

 Analysis of the administrative data in terms of their content 

 Comparative analysis between statistical characteristics and 
characteristics from administrative sources in order to identify 
differences in definitions  

        The results are grouped into 3 categories: 
– characteristics completely identical 

– characteristics partially identical 

– characteristics for which there is no available information 

 Identification of missing variables 

 Compilation of a transition table from administrative to statistical 
variables 

 



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data 
 

Transitional table from administrative to statistical variables   



Analysis of the structure of the administrative data 

Pilot study  

 Comparison between the survey data and the corresponding 

administrative data 

 Calculation of the SBS variables on the basis of  the transitional table 

 Comparison  between the SBS variables derived from the tax data and 

the corresponding  survey variables,  by economic sector (1, 2, 3 and 4-

digit level of NACE Rev.2) 

 Comparison between the values of the SBS variables and  the 

corresponding  values from the administrative sources at micro level 

 Analysis and documentation of the discrepancies  

 Assessment of the new system 

 



Results of the first comparative analysis  

 A comparison was made on a basis of 12,426 common enterprises 

identified both in SBS sample survey data and tax data for the 

reference year 2014 

 
Variables 

% of enterprises with zero 
difference 

Turnover 83% 

Personnel Cost  89% 

Changes in stocks of goods and 
services 

78% 

Gross investment in tangible 
goods 

69% 

NB: The above figures referred to the exercise performed before tax 
data cleaning 



Results of the first comparative analysis  

  Turnover 
Personnel 

costs 

Gross 
investments 
in tangible 

goods 

Total 
purchases 
of goods 

and services 
Changes 
in stock 

Number of enterprises 
with zero difference 

10,348 11,103 8,539 7,580 9,637 

Number of enterprises 
with non-zero difference 

2,078 1,323 3,887 4,846 2,789 

Total difference in millions 
Euro (SBS-tax data) 

-184.2 8.5 276.2 240.9 354.5 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

      An internal  document describing all procedures for the use of admin 

data was drafted based on the GSBPM which is structured in 4 stages.  

     STAGE A: COLLECTION OF TAX DATA 

 Production phase 
 Transmission phase  
 Consumption phase  

        STAGE B: DATA PROCESSING 
 Data editing for updating the Business Register (BR)  
 Completeness checks and corrections 
 Content checks and corrections 

         STAGE C: PRODUCTION  
 Update of Business Register (BR) 
 Compilation of SBS variables 
 Estimation of missing variables 
STAGE D: INTEGRATION IN THE PRODUCTION DATA BASE  
Integration of data from different data files  



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

STAGE A: COLLECTION OF TAX DATA 

The first stage refers to the transmission of all files from the Tax 

Administration to ELSTAT and their integration in a secure database. At this 

stage, data are encrypted and transformed to a form that can be read and 

processed by users (ELSTAT’s staff). The received data are checked in terms 

of quality and completeness and follow “data cleaning”, “standardization” 

and establishment of relations between the files (data controls of first stage). 

This stage includes three phases: 

 PRODUCTION PHASE 

       The data flow is directed from the Tax Authorities to ELSTAT 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

STAGE A: COLLECTION OF TAX DATA 

 TRANSMISSION PHASE 

 Secure transmission of data via FTP (File Transfer Protocol) Server with 

SSH (Secure Shell) support, administrated by ELSTAT 

 CONSUMPTION PHASE 

 - Data transfer to another server connected to an isolated network 

protected by Firewall 

 - Verification of digital signature of data 

 - Saving of the received encrypted data 

 - Decoding of data 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

 

 

• Use of semi-automated data transmission method via File Transfer Protocol 

(FTP) Server with Secure Shell support and access only within the secure 

public administration network, SYZEFXIS 

• Set up of the Firewall of ELSTAT with access only to authorized persons of the 

GSIS 

• Provision of access to authorized persons for the transmission and the 

reception of the data from ELSTAT and GSIS 

          SECURITY POLICY 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

 

• Encryption, signing, decoding and verification of transmitted files via the 

software GNU Privacy Guard 

• Access of authorized users to the FTP Server  

• Maintenance of complete and accurate list (log) of each action and access of 

the authorized users to the Server 

• Data transfer to the intermediate database 

• Creation of  backup copies of the intermediate database 

• Classified access of users to the intermediate database for data processing 

           SECURITY POLICY 



Secure Database Architecture  



Secure Database Architecture  



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

STAGE B: DATA PROCESSING 

 

PHASE A: Data Editing for error detection in order to update BR 

 Technical checks  

 Logical-Mathematical checks 

 Quality controls 

 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

QUALITY CONTROLS  

a. Evident error controls at enterprise level and/or aggregated activity 

sector by employment level 

 

 

 

3(a) Systematic error detection 

3(b) Outlier detection 
 

Checks are based on:  

 

 

 

3(c) Historical controls (year-to year) 

(MAD method, etc) 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

QUALITY CONTROLS  

b. Selective Editing for the detection of Influential errors 

 

 

 

Method: Contamination Models 
Implementation-  SeleMix package  in R 

programming language 

Enterprises with “influential” errors  
(errors which significantly affect the statistical result) 

Manual Editing 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

STAGE B: DATA PROCESSING 

PHASE B: Completeness checks and treatment of special cases 

 Checks on the number of records received  

 Checks on the number of fields received 

 Checks on duplicate or multiple identical records 

 Treatment of duplicate or multiple identical records 

 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

PHASE C: Content checks and corrections 

 Logical and accounting-mathematical checks 

 Top-down scaling of errors occurred 

 Manual corrections (at enterprise level) of most significant errors (in 

terms of value and impact) 

 Automated corrections 

 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data 

 

PHASE A: Update the Business Register  

 Update  the BR (births and deaths of enterprises, economic activity, turnover, 
employment) 

 Compilation of a list of Active enterprises from the updated BR 
 

PHASE B: Compilation of SBS variables 

 Compilation of SBS variables from the administrative data 

 Estimation of missing variables based on  a small scale survey on large 

enterprises 

 

 



  
 

Estimation of missing variables  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 The methodology applied for the estimation for the SBS variables that are not 
available in the administrative data is based on data derived from a small 
scale survey conducted on large enterprises by economic activity sector (4- 
digit level).  

 Following the compilation of SBS variables from the administrative data 
advanced estimation techniques are applied for the compilation of missing 
variables: 

 

 Proportions of a component variable 

 

 Predictive Models : Regression models and two part models: decision trees in 
combination with multiple regression models. 

 

 Simple Ratio Adjustment Method  
 

 



Regulation of ELSTAT on the Use of 
Administrative Data  

STAGE D: Integration of data in the production data base for the            

compilation of the final results  

       In the context of the compilation of  the SBS data base the files 

produced in the previous are integrated in the following order:  

1. The file of active enterprises indicating the turnover and 

employment   

2. The file with the rest SBS variables compiled from the administrative 

data 

3. The estimated variables that are not available in the administrative 

data 



CONCLUSIONS  

 The experience from the use of administrative data derived from the 

tax declarations submitted by the enterprises to the Tax Authorities 

for the compilation of SBS was positive. 

 The overall quality of the statistical output in the domain of SBS was 

improved significantly due to the fact that full exhaustiveness was 

achieved 

 Acceleration of the production time with a significant reduction of 

human and  financial resources while on the same time a significant 

reduction burden to the enterprises has been achieved  

 Enhance further the possibility to produce modernized indicators for 

business statistics in order to meet the growing needs of the users  



Ευχαριστούμε πολύ 

Hellenic Statistical Authority 



Response Burden Measurement Project in 
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Anna Niemelä 
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Contents of the presentation 

• Response Burden 

Measurement Project in 

Statistics Finland 

• Goals 

• Implementation  

• Response burden 

questionnaire 

• Challenges faced in 

data collection 
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Goals of the Response Burden Measurement 

Project 

• To measure response burden in all direct enterprise 

collections in web 

• Time & experience 

• To update the results from 2008-2009 measurement 

• 41 surveys, over 13 500 responses 

• To prepare proposals to develop questionnaires and 

collection practices  

• To plan a model to regular burden measurement and 

reporting  
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Implementation 

• During 2018 the response burden inquiry is attached 

to all business surveys in web 

• Voluntary questionnaire after filling the actual inquiry 

• Webropol online survey tool 

• Questionnaire: based on core perceived response 

burden (PRB) questions (see Dale et. Al 2007) 

• 30 surveys have been included up to the present  

• Over 9500 responses so far 

• Analysis going on 

19.-21.9.2018 Anna Niemelä 4 



Response burden questionnaire 1/2 
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Response burden questionnaire 2/2 
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First attempt: ”Click the link if you like” 

 

• A link in the last page of the actual survey & language menu 

• Did not work at all - extremely low response rates!  
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New attempt: automatic/compulsory 

direction 

• When logged out, the respondents continued direct to 

the response burden questionnaire  

 

• The language menu was removed, replaced with 

directing to language versions based on the language 

of the actual questionnaire 

 

• Essentially better results 

• E.g. Quarterly Road Freight Survey: 54 responses in the 1. 

quarter, 293 in the 2. quarter after changing to the automatic 

direction (sample: 2500) 

19.-21.9.2018 Anna Niemelä 8 



Experiment: Email invitation 

• Used in one monthly survey: New orders in 

manufacturing 

• Sample 406, response rate ca. 95% 

• An email in the due date to respondents  

• Thanks for participation, a request to give feedback and a link 

to the response burden questionnaire 

• Result: the number of feedback givers raised from 39 

to 97 within a couple of days  

• A good practice in some cases, but not applicable to 

collections where emails are not used/available 

19.-21.9.2018 Anna Niemelä 9 



Still challenges to solve… 

• The response rate to PRB 

questionnaire varies between 3-37 

% of the sample 

• Average 15 % 

• In most surveys: lower rates 

compared to 2008-2009 

 

• The response rate does not seem 

to be clearly related neither to 

response rates of the actual 

surveys nor the perceived 

response burden 

• More detailed analysis is needed 
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Is responding perceived more burdensome 

than before? 

19.-21.9.2018 Anna Niemelä 11 

10% 

17% 

18% 

24% 

26% 

6% 

5% 

13% 

18% 

35% 

28% 

2% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 

Very burdensome 

Fairly burdensome 

Neither easy not 
burdensome 

Fairly easy 

Very easy 

Can't say 

Did you find that answering to the inquiry was: 

2018 2009 

Note! Preliminary results, 

not fully comparable 



Some perceived causes of burden in the light 

of open feedback  

• Answering required calculation or other manual work or using 

many information sources 

• The questions were difficult to understand or regarded as not 

relevant, not applying 

• The data collection is considered useless extra work, no 

motivation to participate 

• Too many compulsory collections annually/at the same time 

 

 -> similar findings as in previous responde burden studies 

 

• Usability or functionality of survey forms appeared less 

frequently in the critical feedback 
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Questions for further discussion 

• How to activate the business survey respondents to 

participate the PRB survey? 

 

• Any experiences of using a raffle or other intencives 

with PRB/other feedback surveys?  
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Sources 

Trine Dale, Johan Erikson, Johan Fosen,Gustav Haraldsen Jacqui 

Jones and Øyvin Kleven: Handbook for Monitoring and Evaluating 

Business Survey Response Burdens. Eurostat 2007. 
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Vojko Šegan, Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia   

SHOULD WE APPROACH 
DIFFERENTLY TO DATA 

COLLECTION FROM LARGE 
BUSINESSES? 



Inclusion in surveys by size, SURS, 2016 



Key reporters - greater importance in the data 
collection and the data control. 

Partial coordinated sampling. 

System for measuring actual burden of reporting 
units. 

Central help desk. 

Special project for selective data editing is currently 
underway in which larger units will have special 
attention in data editing.  

 

SURS does not use a special management system for 
the overall treatment of large businesses. 

 

Special approach to different businesses at 

SURS 



Inclusion in surveys by activity, SURS, 2016 
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All companies 

Large 
companies 

250 + 
employees 

Inclusion in surveys by 

activity, SURS, 2016 

All 
companies 
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Inclusion in surveys by 

activity, SURS, 2016 

All 
companies 

Medium 
companies 
50 – 249 

employees 
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Inclusion in surveys by 

activity, SURS, 2016 

All 
companies 

Small 
companies 

10 – 49 
employees 
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Inclusion in surveys by 

activity, SURS, 2016 

All 
companies 

Mikro 
companies 

1 – 9 
employees 



10 

Inclusion in surveys by 

activity, SURS, 2016 

All companies 

Companies 
without 

employees 



Identifying large reporters. 

Should a different categorization of important 

companies be considered? 

Coordinated approach in communicating with 

key respondents. 

Can one person efficiently manage different subject 

areas for which data are collected? 

Wider approach to reporting units 

Can we address this topic without consideration of 

other issues (confidentiality, non-response, etc.)? 

Discussion (1/2) 

11 



Further development of coordinated sampling. 

Is complete coordinated sampling possible 

(including also non probability samples)? 

Using predefined datasets instead of web 

questionnaires (Push). 

Useful for businesses that are involved in statistical 

survey with certainty. 

Use of data from reporters’ information 

systems (Pull). 

Large effort to adjust to different systems. 

Discussion (2/2) 

12 



Harmonizing Economic 
Surveys 

Jessica Wellwood1, Erica Marquette2 
1Census Bureau (USA) 
2Census Bureau (USA) 



Why Business Unit Harmonization? 
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Business Unit Harmonization 
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Goal:  

Determine a harmonized unit across Business Register programs that aligns 
best with the operating structure for the majority of companies while 
maintaining existing measurement objectives 

 

  

Step 1 

Assess         
High Impact 
Companies 

Step 2 

Review 
Universe 

Step 3 

Determine 
Harmonized 

Unit 

Step 4 

Research 
Methodology 

Issues 

Step 5 

Implement 
Harmonized 

Unit 



Objective: Find a standard unit for largest, high impact 
companies 

 

Process: Study the 52 most impactful companies 

 

Conclusion: This is impossible! 

One reporting unit would not meet the needs of all 
companies researched 

 

Assess High Impact Companies Step 1 



Objective: Understand the make up of our universe 

 

Process: Develop objective measures to understand 
the universe 

 

Conclusion: We can do this! 

 

Review Universe Step 2 



Complexity Score 
 Size Measure - Payroll  

 Structural Complexity 
 Number of establishments 

 Number of unique 8-digit NAICS 

 Number of unique EINs 

 Number of unique states with business activity 

 

Accumulated Burden 
 Total burden of a company across all program they are sampled in 

Used Shannon’s Entropy to 
measure complexity, by 
evaluating annual payroll’s 
distribution across four 
partitions 

Review Universe: Objective Measures Step 2 



1% - complicated 

75 % - simple 

24 % -  
a little 

complicated ~1% have more than 
30 hours of Survey 

Burden a year 
  

Review Universe: Objective Measures 
Step 2 



BUH Step 2: The Top 1% 

99th Percentile: 

 Contains: 1,809 Enterprises 
(1%) covering 867,816 (44%) 
establishment 

 Burden: 20% of total burden 

 Coverage: 14 % of business 
register payroll 

 

Too complicated for a 
harmonized unit 

 
Too important to 

ignore 
 

SOLUTION: Assign an account manager 

Review Universe: Top 1% Step 2 



Determine Harmonized Unit 

Universe: The other 99% of companies 

 

Constraint: The unit will support 
existing tabulation levels; 

 

Conclusion: Lowest common 
denominator prevails & must be NAICS 
Based 

Survey Highest NAICS 
Publication Level 

Annual Capital Expenditures Survey (ACES) 4-digit 

Business R&D and Innovation Survey (BRDIS) 4-digit 

Quarterly Services Survey(QSS) 4-digit 

Annual Retail Trade Survey (ARTS) 6-digit 

Annual Wholesale Trade Survey (AWTS) 5-digit 

Manufacturers’ Shipments, Inventories, and Orders (M3) 3-digit 

Monthly Retail Trade Survey (MRTS) 6-digit 

Services Annual Survey (SAS) 6-digit 

Monthly Advanced Retail Trade Survey (MARTS) 6-digit 

Monthly Wholesale Trade Survey (MWTS) 4-digit 

DECISION: Create 6-digit NAICS based unit called  
   the Kind of Activity Unit (KAU) 

Step 3 



60% of multi-unit 
companies have 

 only one KAU  

Number of 
KAUs 

6-digit NAICS 

Number of 
Companies 

Percentage 
Number of 

Estabs 

1        110,291  60%       378,462  

2          45,979  25%       302,065  

3          13,072  7%       228,134  

4            5,436  3%       188,757  

5            2,738  1%       124,683  

6            1,581  1%         86,765  

7                964  1%         84,672  

8                660  0%         45,309  

9                420  0%         55,008  

10                313  0%         46,541  

11+            1,207  1%       389,761  

Total        182,661  100%    1,930,157  

Determine Harmonized Unit: Kind of Activity Unit (KAU) Step 3 
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 Inability to share status changes across programs 

 NAICS codes are assigned independently across programs 

 Difficult to maintain the relationship between the sample unit 
and collection unit 

 Programs independently create collection units 

 Need to maintain time series 

 

 

 

Research Methodology Issues Step 4 



Implement Harmonized Unit 

Estimated 
Implementation 

Date: 
Fall 2020 

Step 5 



GOAL:  

Harmonize definitions, questions, and 
instructions across all Economic programs 

 

Process:  

Repeat these steps for each of the following 
concepts: 

 Inventory 

 Payroll 

 Sales/Receipts/Net Shipments 

 Control Data 

 Expenses 
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Content Harmonization 
 

Step 1 

Discuss 
Content 

with Users 

Step 2 

Propose 
Harmonized 
Question(s) 

Step 3 

Test 
Harmonized 
Question(s) 

Step 4 

Implement 
Harmonized 
Question(s) 



Content Harmonization: Complications 

Step 1: Discuss Content with Users 

 Failure to understand the ‘why’ behind content 

Step 2: Propose Harmonized Question(s) 

 Different collection instrument approaches and styles 

 Resistance from subject matter experts 

Step 3: Test Harmonized Question(s) 

 Lack of funding and resources for testing 

 



Content Harmonization: Example 
Program Question Wording Proposed Harmonized Wording 

Monthly- Advanced Retail  What was the value of merchandise Inventories, regardless of where held, owned as of the end of the month? 

What was the value of inventories (if 

applicable, before Last-in, First-out 

(LIFO) adjustment) owned by this 

(establishment/firm) as of XX/XX/XXXX. 

Monthly- Retail  What was the value of inventories (before Last-in, First-out (LIFO) adjustment) as of the end of the month? 

Monthly- Wholesale Trade What was the value of inventories (before Last-in, First-out (LIFO) adjustment)? 

Annual-  Retail, Wholesale, Services  What was the value of merchandise inventories as of December 31 in 20XX? 

Annual Manufacturing What was the value of inventories owned by this establishment as of December 31 before Last-in, First-out (LIFO) 

adjustment (if any) for: 

Economic Census-Mining What were the value of mined products and supplies owned by this domestic reporting unit as of 

December 31 before Last-In, First- Out (LIFO) adjustment (if any) for: 

Economic Census- Island Area’s What was the total value of merchandise inventories owned by this establishment? 

Economic Census- Manufacturing What were the value of inventories owned by this establishment as of December 31 before Last-in, First-

out (LIFO) adjustment (if any) for 

Economic Census- Information  Report inventories owned by this establishment as of December 31 before Last-in, First-out (LIFO) 

adjustment (if any). 

Economic Census- Construction  Using current cost, what was the value of inventories owned by this establishment as of December 31? 

(If using Last-In, First-Out (LIFO) method of evaluation, adjust to obtain First-In, First-Out (FIFO) or 

current cost.) 

Economic Census- Wholesale, 

Transportation 

What were the inventories and Last-in, First-out (LIFO) adjustment, if any, for products owned by this 

establishment as of December 31? 

Economic Census-Mining Sector Report inventories and Last-in, First-out (LIFO) adjustment, if any, for products owned by this 

establishment as of December 31. 

Economic Census- Information Report inventories owned by this consolidated reporting unit as of December 31 before Last-in, First-out 

(LIFO) adjustment (if any). 



Discussion Questions 

What are challenges, successes and opportunities that others have 
experienced during harmonization efforts?  

How are business units defined for data collection purposes in 
your organizations?  What is their relationship with statistical 
units? 

 Are they consistently defined across survey programs?  Why or 
why not?   

What benefits do you see in harmonizing survey content and 
collection units?  What are some (potential or realized) obstacles 
to harmonization?  



Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia 

STATISTICAL BUSINESS REGISTER SURVEY 
ON THE LOCAL UNITS OF LARGE AND 

MEDIUM SIZED ENTERPRISES  

Siniša Cimbaljević 

 

Lisbon, September 2018th 

 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

• Statistical Business register (SBR) has been founded in 2006 

 

It consists of (roughly): 

• Legal Units: 454 thousands 

• Enterprises: 448 thousands (relation of LU to ENT is 1:1) 

• Local Units:  500 thousands 

• Enterprise Groups: more than 8500 (New-born statistical unit) 

 

The most important administrative sources: 

• Serbian Business Registers Agency (SBRA)  

•Register of classification units (RJR)  

• Tax office 

•Central Register of Compulsory Social Insurance Payers (CROSO)  

 

 

 

SBR briefly 
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SBR survey 

 

• The need of performing SBR survey  

•Beginnings... 

• Targeted data 

• Framework 

• Survey duration 

•Responsible persons in SBR for the survey 

• Instruments 

•Web questionnaire and IT application for survey monitoring 

•Work with bigger Enterprises 

•Methodological papers and FAQ 

• Predefined survey reports 

•Approving collected data  

•Response rate 

 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

SBR survey, part of a questionnaire referring employees in 
local units 

 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

SBR updating using administrative and statistical sources 

 

• Labour force survey connection 

 

•Updating SBR considering priority issues 

 

•Adopted procedure for updating SBR with the data collected conducting  
statistical surveys 

 

• Plans, future tasks... 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 



www.stat.gov.rs / stat@stat.gov.rs 

 

 

 

Thank you                 
for your attention! 
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Wait!  
Before you go, just a few more questions:  

Pilot test of a piggyback survey 
 

Jennifer Edgar, Michael Dalton  
& Emily Thomas 

Bureau of Labor Statistics 
 

2018 Business Data Collection Methods Workshop 
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Piggyback Surveys 

 Leverage existing data collection structure to conduct a second 
survey 

 Can be immediate or follow up 

 Can screen on responses to original survey or not 

 Shown to be effective in low cost data collection and to reach 
small target populations 
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Annual Refiling Survey (ARS) 

 SHORT: 2 to 3 simple questions  

 

 HUGE: 1.2 million establishments per year 

 

 FAST: Over 200,000 responses in first 3 weeks 
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Annual Refiling Survey (ARS) - Details 

 ARS EXCLUDES:  

 Establishments with < 3 employees  

 Establishments in low change industries (e.g., cemeteries) are surveyed 
less frequently 
 

 ARS has TWO web collection systems:  

 Multi-establishment firms or Single-establishment firms 

 System for single-establishment firms is simpler so it was used for this pilot 
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BLS Piggyback Survey 

- Can BLS set up an infrastructure to host Quick Business 
Surveys (QBS) following the ARS? 
 

- The first pilot test was conducted in 2018 by hosting the 
Business Research Survey. 
 

- Asked respondents questions about the types of 
information that they could provide about their business. 
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Pilot Test Goals 

 How many ARS respondents will click through to the QBS? 

 How many ARS respondents will complete the QBS? 

 Who is the ARS respondent? 

 What can the ARS respondent answer questions about?  
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Pilot Test Goals 

 How many ARS respondents will click through to the QBS? 

 How many ARS respondents will complete the QBS? 

 Who is the ARS respondent? 

 What can the ARS respondent answer questions about?  

AND…. 
 

Can we use modified sampling techniques 
to get similar results faster? 

 
Can we supplement the ARS sample to get 

more complete coverage (e.g., small 
businesses, multi-units)? 
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Questions for the Business Research Survey 

1. What company do you work for? 

2. In what department do you work? 

 

Can you answer questions about?  (Yes or No) 

3. How job openings are advertised? 

4. How many job openings you are trying to fill? 

5. Total revenue from sales or receipts? 

6. Top three revenue producing products? 

7. Number of 1099-MISC filed in the last year? 

8. Permanent layoffs in the last three months? 

 

Average: 2.4 min 
 

Median: 1.9 min 
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Tested Two Different Sampling Methods 

Proportional Random Sample 

1. Establish sampling criteria 

2. Pull sample 

3. Solicit respondents 

4. Wait for response  

5. Non-response follow up  

6. Wait for response 

7. Non-response follow up 

8. Etc.  

Open-to-All Collection 

1. Show QBS invitation screen 
to all ARS respondents 

2. Monitor collection 

3. Close collection once target 
is met 
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Open-to-All Collection Results 

 Goal: Collect 7,000 Responses 

 No stratification by industry or size class in initial test 
 This can be added and tested at a later date 

 

 Goal was met in 3 days of collection 
 

  69% Click through rate  

 9,494 ARS responses  6,549 QBS Responses  
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Open-to-
All 

Collection 
Coverage 
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Random Sample Results  

 2,782 ARS respondents selected for QBS (ARS Prompted) 

750 emailed invitation  44% response rate 

2,032 mailed invitation  42% response rate 

Total 43% response rate 

 

 7,062 non-ARS respondents selected (QBS-only) 

Only used mailed letters (email is only available for ARS)  

Total 19% response rate  
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Proportional Random Sample Results 

Sample Size 
Click Through 

Rate 
Response Rate 

Total 

ARS-prompted 2,782 46.0% 42.7% 

QBS-only 6,538 20.3% 19.2% 

Conditional on completing ARS 

ARS-prompted 1,662 76.7% 71.2% 

QBS-only 1,526 87.0% 82.2% 
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Random Sample Results 
First 7 days   

Sample Size 
Click Through 

Rate 
Complete RR 

ARS-prompted 2,782 19.1% 17.8% 

QBS-only 6,538 6.4% 6.0% 

ARS 7-day response rate by mail is 10.7% 
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Random 
Sampling 
Coverage 

Random Size 

NAICS  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 

11 10 5 6 2 5 3 5 36 

21 7 1 5 3 6 2 5 3 1 33 

22 4 4 4 1 7 2 1 2 25 

23 80 47 37 20 7 4 2 4 1 202 

31 5 5 7 5 6 2 3 4 2 39 

32 9 4 8 5 2 4 2 2 1 37 

33 17 11 14 13 6 4 3 3 1 72 

42 115 33 27 17 3 5 1 2 3 206 

44 45 54 32 16 4 3 4 1 1 160 

45 27 12 8 3 2 3 3 3 61 

48 23 10 9 10 3 2 4 1 4 66 

49 2 5 2 3 2 3 1 1 19 

51 26 11 6 4 1 2 4 2 56 

52 59 34 16 10 5 4 4 2 2 136 

53 55 18 7 8 5 3 3 3 102 

54 197 63 38 19 8 5 1 5 3 339 

55 10 6 7 3 3 4 2 2 37 

56 65 24 16 13 7 5 2 2 1 135 

61 9 9 7 4 2 5 4 6 4 50 

62 85 50 42 33 11 15 3 3 2 244 

71 22 10 7 5 3 3 3 5 3 61 

72 36 45 56 52 15 5 2 1 2 214 

81 47 31 21 10 4 3 4 2 1 123 

Total 955 492 382 259 117 88 66 56 38 2453 
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Item Completion Rates 

Of the Rs who started the QBS, 87% completed all 8 questions 

90% 

91% 

92% 

93% 

94% 

95% 

96% 

97% 

98% 

99% 

100% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

QBS Question 
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Item Completion Rates 

Of the Rs who started the QBS, 87% completed all 8 questions 

90% 

91% 

92% 

93% 

94% 

95% 

96% 

97% 

98% 

99% 

100% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

QBS Question 

Scroll  
to reveal 

the rest of 
the 

questions 
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87% of Rs work in the company sampled 
Rest worked in a firm doing accounting, payroll or law for that firm 

 

 

0% 

5% 

10% 

15% 

20% 

25% 

30% 

35% 

Finance, 
Accounting or 

Payroll 

General 
Management 

Company has 
no 

departments 

HR Other 
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% of Respondents Who Can Report 

50% 

60% 

70% 

80% 

90% 

100% 

How job 
openings 

are 
advertised 

How many 
job 

openings 

Total 
Revenue 

Top Three 
Products 

Number of 
1099s 

Number of 
Layoffs 
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Pilot Test Findings 

 Can we use open-to-all collection to get similar results faster:  Yes, 
but… 

 Can we supplement the ARS sample to get more complete 
coverage: Kind of… 

 Click through rates: 46% of ARS respondents (20% of QBS only) 

 Completion rates : 43% of ARS respondents (19% of QBS only) 

 Who the ARS respondent is 

 What the ARS respondent can answer questions about 
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Limitations  Next Steps  

 Collection-for-all method did not include any stratification for industry or 
size class.  

Try again with industry and size quotas  

Add randomness to system open times in ARS cycles (early respondents are 
probably different than late responders) 

 QBS-only had a low response rate; need to understand why that is and 
improve 

 2 minute survey seemed to work, little drop off.  Is that enough to collect 
useful information? Would item response drop if more questions were 
added? 



Contact Information 
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Emily Thomas 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 

www.bls.gov/cew 
202-691-6441 

Thomas.Emily@bls.gov 



Paweł Szymankiewicz 

Statistics Poland 

DATA COLLECTION AND 
INFORMATION FLOW 
MANAGEMENT IN 
STATISTICAL SURVEYS 
CONDUCTED WITH THE USE 
OF REPORTING PORTAL 

Lisbon, 19-21 September 2018, Fifth International Workshop on Business Data Collection Methodology 
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 “(…) The President of Statistics Poland shall run a tele-
information system comprising an electronic platform for 
statistical data collection (i.e. the Reporting Portal). (…) 
The eletronic platform for statistical data collection shall 
enable in particular (…) maintaining communication 
between the official statistics services and 
respondents (…).” 

(Article 28a of the Law of 29 June 1995 on Official 
Statistics)  

 

REPORTING PORTAL AS A CHANNEL OF 
COMMUNICATION WITH RESPONDENTS 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS SENT 
AUTOMATICALLY BY THE REPORTING 

PORTAL 

letter informing about statistical 
obligation 

information about the forthcoming 
deadline for submitting the data 

admonition letter for those who 
missed the deadline 
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• sent once, one working 
day/a few days before the 
electronic questionnaire is 
made available for 
respondents 

• contains: legal basis 
concerning statistical 
obligation, date of 
beginning of 
questionnaire’s availability 
for respondents, deadline 
for data provision, 
address of help desk etc.  

LETTER INFORMING ABOUT STATISTICAL 
OBLIGATION 
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• as a rule, sent once (in some cases twice) during the survey 

• reminds of the obligatory date of data provision specified in 

the programme of surveys 

• sent a few days before this date 

 

 

REMINDER 
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• delivered only to respondents who missed the deadline for 

data provision arising from the programme of surveys 

• as a general rule, sent one working day after this deadline 

• contains request for immediate sending the outstanding 

data, address of help desk webpage, information about legal 

basis for the survey (once again) etc. 

• up to 4 admonition letters (depending on the length of the 

period of data collection and data-processing etc.) can be 

sent to one respondent during one survey 

• in most cases, admonition letter is sent twice during the 

survey 

 

 

ADMONITION LETTER 
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More than 1500 announcements are planned to 
be sent by the Reporting Portal in 2018. 

In addition, it is possible to sent a message from 
the Portal to respondents who started to fill in 
the questionnaire, but didn’t finished (in some 
surveys). 

Every  dispatch of  announcement (or message 
mentioned above) should be planned in 
advance. Date of dispatch must be set in the  
data collection schedule for the particular 
survey.  

REPORTING PORTAL AS A CHANNEL OF 
COMMUNICATION WITH RESPONDENTS 
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REPORTING PORTAL AS A CHANNEL OF 
COMMUNICATION WITH RESPONDENTS 

Aside from sending typical announcements 
(automatically and according to the schedule), 
other functions of the Reporting Portal include  
e.g. exchanging letters/messages between 
statisticians and respondents.  

Respondent can make use of the Portal to send 
a message to the statistician responsible for the 
survey (for example: to ask a question about the 
questionnaire), and get an answer. 

Announcements and other messages are 
delivered directly to the respondent’s account on 
the Portal and to his/her e-mail box. 
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• For some questionnaires: definitions of some difficult 

terms on the questionnaire. In order to display the 

definition, it is enough to click on the symbol (in this case: 

question mark). 

• Preliminary control of input data in the process of filling-in 

the questionnaire (system displays the list of errors). 

HELP FOR RESPONDENT DURING 
FILLING-IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
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• In case of any problem connected with 

filling-in the questionnaire, respondent can 

contact the authorized employees of 

appropriate statistical office and ask for 

help. 

• Direct links to lists of employees involved 

in providing respondents with explanations 

are published on the website of Statistics 

Poland. 

HELP FOR RESPONDENT DURING FILLING-
IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
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• Lists of employees (together with 

their phone numbers and e-mail 

addresses) are displayed for 

respective questionnaires.  

• Number of experts in the field of 

statistical questionnaires involved in 

providing explanations depends, first 

of all, on the size of statistical 

population covered by the survey. 

• Explanations are provided by 

employees of statistical offices 

responsible for conducting particular 

surveys (according to their 

specialization).  

HELP FOR RESPONDENT DURING 
FILLING-IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
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STATISTICAL OFFICES 
SPECIALIZED IN SELECTED 

AREAS OF STATISTICS 

ll 

Education, 

labour 

conditions, 

LFS 

Culture,, 

health, 

social 

assistance 

Trade and 

services 

           

  

     

Economic 

situation 

  

Prices 

        

Construction, 

housing 

               

  

Labour 

market    

       

Science and 

technology, 

maritime economy,  

transport and 

communications 

Production, 

Local Data Bank  

Urban 

statistics, 

short-term 

statistics 

Finance, regional accounts 

Non-

financial 

enterprises 

 

Sport and tourism, 

energy market 

 

Forestry and 

environmental 

protection 

Agriculture, 

demographics 

 

Small        

enterprises 
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• Nationwide statistical helpline (Infolinia 

Statystyczna): the same phone number for 

entire country (22 279 99 99) and 

assistance available from Monday to 

Friday,  8am to 3pm. 

• Users of the Reporting Portal who 

encountered any technical problem (lost 

authentication data, difficulties connected 

with logging in to the account etc.) can 

also send an e-mail to the appropriate 

employee from the list attached to the 

website, and ask for help. 

HELP DESK FOR RESPONDENTS 
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Information for respondent about next statistical 
obligations (in the current year), available after 
logging in to the user’s account. 

Instructions, guidelines etc. necessary for users,  
available (for every user and visitor) on the 
webpage of the Portal. 

Models of all statistical questionnaires (in PDF 
format) used by Statistics Poland, along with 
guidelines concerning their filling-in, deadlines 
for data provision and dates of availability of 
every questionnaire on the Reporting Portal, 
are also published on the webpage of the 
Portal. 

OTHER FUNCTIONS OF THE REPORTING PORTAL 
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THE REPORTING PORTAL OF STATISTICS 
POLAND – NUMBER OF USER ACCOUNTS 

October 
2008 

January 
2009 

December 
2009 

June 2011 August 
2012 

September 
2015 

September 
2017 

July 2018 

33,745 

202,641 

359,573 

559,883 

643,190 

721,000 

833,000 
871,000 
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THE REPORTING PORTAL OF STATISTICS 
POLAND – NUMBER OF COLLECTED 

QUESTIONNAIRES 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015  2016 2017 

319,771 

2,534,485 
2,683,109 

2,906 ,455 

2,877,000 

2,937,000 
2,897,674 

2,880,000 

3,030,000 
3,050,000 



stat.gov.pl 

E-mail: P.Szymankiewicz@stat.gov.pl 

Paweł Szymankiewicz 

Statistics Poland 

Thank you for your attention. 
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Vanhoucke Sem, Statistics Belgium 

STANDARDIZATION OF THE DATA 

COLLECTION OF BUSINESS 

STATISTICS IN BELGIUM 



Vertical production of statistics – Stovepipes 
 

A great variety of data collection tools and 

software 
 

Inefficient use of means (knowledge 

monopolized by developer & users, licences for 

software, access to (production)data not always 

clear 

 

 

Data collection until 2010 



Webbased questionnaires : Xbrl – forms 
 

One single platform Statdata (internal/external) 
 

Connected to Business Register 
 

All data exported to Datawarehouse 
 

Automation of preparation process  

Towards a single standardized system 



  

Xbrl - forms 



  

Statdata platform internal 



  

Statdata platform external 



General libraries (BR, Nace, 

Geocodes,...) 

Surveyspecific libraries 

Datacollection libraries 

Each survey has its own library 

All libraries have the same 

structure / tables 

Survey variables, document 

status, webusers, ... 

 

 

Export data to DWH 



  

Automation jobs 



eGovernment 
 

More control/process ownership/insight for the 
data-collection section 

 

Cost-reduction 
 

Standardized process 
More flexibility deployment of employees 

More shared knowledge 

Advantages 



Does the data collection system influences the 
content a survey? Are data-collectors 
statisticians? 

 

Limited time for other work as a consequence of 
Process ownership 

 

Can one generic system be the best system for 
every survey 

Critical reflections 



SIMPLIFIED 

BUSINESS 

INFORMATION 
today and tomorrow 

September 2018 



1. IES - SIMPLIFIED BUSINESS 

INFORMATION - TODAY 
 

WHAT IS IES? 

HOW WAS IT POSSIBLE? 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

WHAT WERE THE RESULTS? 

SUMMARY 
(1/2) 



2.IES - SIMPLIFIED BUSINESS 

INFORMATION - TOMORROW 
 

MAIN IMPROVEMENTS 

MAIN CHALLENGES 

 

SUMMARY 
(2/2) 



1.IES - SIMPLIFIED 

BUSINESS 

INFORMATION 

TODAY 



  

WHAT IS IES? 



❹ 
     

Entities 

➃  
Legal 

requirements to 

businesses 



MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

Annual accounting and fiscal 

information 



MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 

Settlement of accounts to the Public 

Register of Annual Reports 



STATISTICS PORTUGAL 

Statistical data 



BANK OF PORTUGAL 

Economic and financial information 



MINISTRY OF ECONOMY 

Information on local units 

And since 2015 





 

HOW WAS IT 

POSSIBLE? 



POLITICAL  

COMMITMENT   
Simplex Programme 



USE OF EXISTING 

INFRASTRUCTURES 

IT Platform from 

Ministry of Finance 

CREATION OF A WORKING GROUP 

Strong colaboration among  

all entities 



  

HOW DOES 

IT WORK? 



A DECREE LAW 

WAS ISSUED 

DL 8-2007  

http://www.ies.gov.pt/site_IES/site/ficheiros/Decreto-Lei_8-2007.pdf
http://www.ies.gov.pt/site_IES/site/ficheiros/Decreto-Lei_8-2007.pdf
http://www.ies.gov.pt/site_IES/site/ficheiros/Decreto-Lei_8-2007.pdf


DATA 

PROVIDED 
BY BUSINESSES 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

(BALANCE SHEET; PROFIT AND LOSS 

ACCOUNTS; ANNEX) 
 

OTHER RELEVANT 

INFORMATION 
(PERSONS EMPLOYED; ENTERPRISE 

GROUPS…) 

 

INPUTS 



SCOPE 

 

NON-FINANCIAL, 

FINANCIAL AND 

INSURANCE COMPANIES 

 

LEGAL UNIT AND  

LOCAL UNIT 

INFORMATION 

 



2 WAYS OF SUBMISSION: 

 

ELECTRONIC  

DECLARATION: on-line or off-line 

 

UPLOAD OF XML FILE THROUGH 

A SPECIFIC SOFTWARE TOOL  



1 
 

SINGLE PROCESS 

 

SINGLE MOMENT 

 

SINGLE BODY 



VALIDATION 

PROCESS 

2000 editing rules 

SUBMISSION 

OF DATA 

BUSINESSES 

ELECTRONIC 

COLLECTION 
(Tax System) 

Ministry of Finance 

PUBLIC 

REGISTER 

OF ANNUAL 

REPORTS 

Ministry of Justice 

Economic and financial 

information 

Bank of Portugal 

Statistical data 

Statistics Portugal 

PROCESS 





The system is 

Updated daily 

Companies have 

to deliver 

information in 

6,5 months  

2015 

430.842 

2017 2018 2016 



WORKING 

GROUP 
 

REGULAR MEETINGS 

 

EXTRAORDINARY MEETINGS 

WHEN NECESSARY 



What were the 

RESULTS? 



FOR  

COMPANIES 



COSTS AND  

BURDEN 

REDUCTION 



PAPER FREE 



FOR  

STATISTICS 

PORTUGAL 



MORE ACCURACY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

LESS TIME 

MORE INFORMATION 

REDUCTION OF COSTS AND 

BURDEN 



50.000 
(≈15%) 

400.000 
(≈100%) 

UNITS COVERED 
⏩ MORE ACCURACY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

LESS TIME 

MORE INFORMATION 

REDUCTION OF COSTS 



Paper format / 

Web surveys 
 

Manual /  

Semi-automatized  

COLLECTION 

Eletronic means 
 

Fully automatic 

MORE ACCURACY 

⏩ SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

LESS TIME 

MORE INFORMATION 

REDUCTION OF COSTS 



AVAILABILITY 

12  

Months 

6,5  
Months 

MORE ACCURACY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

⏩ LESS TIME 

MORE INFORMATION 

REDUCTION OF COSTS 



NUMBER OF  

VARIABLES 

800  

Variables 

5 000 
Variables 

MORE ACCURACY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

LESS TIME 

⏩ MORE INFORMATION 

 REDUCTION OF COSTS 



BURDEN 

REDUCTION 

Structural  

business survey  

was dropped out  
50.000 enterprises 

MORE ACCURACY 

SIMPLIFIED COLLECTION 

LESS TIME 

MORE INFORMATION 

⏩ REDUCTION OF COSTS 

AND BURDEN 



REENGINEERING 

OF BUSINESS  

STATISTICS 



Structural Business Statistics 

Full integration of business 

statistics’ domains 

Bank of Portugal 

 (Financial enterprises) 

ISP  
(Insurances) 

Globalization 

Entrepreneurship 

Financial 
Business Statistics 

Non financial 
Business Statistics 

Integrated 

Business  

Accounts System 

IES  
(Companies) 

Fiscal information  
(Sole proprietors and  

Independent workers) 

Business 
Demography 

MAIN INPUT FOR NATIONAL ACCOUNTS 

IFATS 



2.IES - SIMPLIFIED 

BUSINESS 

INFORMATION 

TOMORROW 



SAF-T 

SUBMISSION  

Validation (10 days) 

SUBMISSION 

OF DATA 

BUSINESSES 

ELECTRONIC 

COLLECTION 
(Tax System) 

Ministry of Finance 

PROCESS First Moment 

Second Moment 

IES 

SUBMISSION  

2000 validation rules 



SAFT-T APPROVED IN 

2007 

(TAX PURPOSES)  

⏩ SAF-T 

IES 

 



ALL COMPANIES 

OBLIGED TO 

GENERATE THIS FILE  

⏩ SAF-T 

IES 

 

STANDARDIZED FORMAT 



IN ORDER TO ALLOW 

AUTOMATIC 

COMPLETION OF 

FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS… 

⏩ SAF-T 

IES 

 



ADJUSTMENTS 

ON FILE 

STRUCTURE 
WERE MADE 

⏩ SAF-T 

IES 

 



CREATION OF 

TAXONOMIES 

 
Accounts            Accounting  

     Systems 

 

⏩ SAF-T 

IES 

 



AUTOMATIC 

PREFILLMENT,  
WHENEVER POSSIBLE 

     SAF-T 

⏩ IES 

 



MORE THAN 2000 

VALIDATION  

RULES  

     SAF-T 

⏩ IES 

 



TOTAL 

COHERENCE,  
BETWEEN SAF-T AND 

IES 

     SAF-T 

⏩ IES 

 



TECHNICAL 

WORKING 

GROUP 
MORE THEN 50 

MEETINGS WERE 

HELD 

     SAF-T 

IES 

 



 

MAJOR 

IMPROVEMENTS 



↓40%  
REQUESTED FIELDS 



2 
MONTHS ANTICIPATION 



ANNUAL INFORMATION, 

BROKEN DOWN BY 

QUARTERS 



GREATER 

ACCURACY 
IN DETAIL VARIABLES 

 

 



MAIN 

 CHALLENGES 



REENGINEERING 

OF 

BUSINESS 

STATISTICS 

(AGAIN) 



COMPLETE 

REDESIGN OF DB 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

⏩ REENGINEERING 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

INVESTMENT 

 



DEEP CHANGE IN THE 

PROGRAMMING 

 

⏩ REENGINEERING 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

INVESTMENT 

 



ADAPTATION OF THE 

THECNICIANS 

⏩ REENGINEERING 

⏩ HUMAN RESOURCES 

INVESTMENT 

 



TRAINING 

⏩ REENGINEERING 

⏩ HUMAN RESOURCES 

INVESTMENT 

 



 

THE WAY 

FORWARD 



 

INFRA-ANNUAL  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

INFORMATION 

INFRA-ANNUAL 

STATISTICS 

 



 

SAF-T: 

INFORMATION 

ABOUT 

PRODUCTS 

INDUSTRIAL 

PRODUCTION 

STATISTICS 



 

CREATION OF 

OTHER SAF-T 

MODULES 

STATISTICS ON WAGES 

 





Some 

QUESTIONS 

 



How to deal with  

administrative data 

 DEPENDENCY? 



THANK YOU 

FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION 
 
sofia.rodrigues@ine.pt 
20th September 2018 
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Background 

• Online surveys are now a given in establishment surveys 

• When putting a survey online, questionnaire designers have 
some control over look, feel and function 

• However there is variation by browser and device type  

• Little research done on the percent of establishment 
respondents who use mobile devices to complete surveys 
• Much research on household surveys 

• Mobile device usage can dramatically impact the response 
experience 
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Research Questions 

1. How often are establishment respondents using mobile 
devices to complete government surveys? 

 

2. Does this vary by survey complexity? Agency? 

Respondent type? 

 

We will attempt to answer by analyzing paradata. 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics 

• Common online 
survey platform  

• Coded to render all 
surveys appropriately, 
regardless of browser 
and screen size 

National Agricultural 
Statistics Service 

• New online platform 
for some surveys 

• All surveys are mobile 
optimized 

 

National Center for Science 
and Engineering Statistics 

• Surveys contracted 
out – they all look 
different 

• Not mobile optimized 
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Annual Refiling Survey: 

• 1.2 million estabs 
annually 

• 3 questions 

• Online only 

Job Openings and Labor 
Turnover Survey: 

• 16,000 estabs a month 

• Just report a few 
elements 

• Online, web, fax or 
phone 

 

 

Census of Agriculture: 

• Census of 3 million 
farmers 

• 24 pages in paper 

• Web with paper and 
phone and in-person 
follow up 

Crops APS: 

• 70k farmers quarterly  

• 9 pages in paper  

• Web and paper; phone 
and in-person follow up 

 

Higher Education 
Research & 
Development Survey: 

• 900+ colleges and 
universities annually 

• Web almost 
exclusively; phone and 
email follow-up 

• Standard to 
institutions with $1m 
or more in R&D 

• Short to smaller 
institutions 
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Not Mobile-Optimized 

(HERD) 
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Mobile-Optimized: 

 
Annual Refiling Survey 
Census of Agriculture 

Crops APS 
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Response by Mode 

Overall 
Response 

Rate 
% Web % Mail 

% Interviewer 
(CAPI, CATI, 

etc.) 
% Other 

BLS: ARS 79% 100% Not offered Not offered Not offered 

BLS: JOLTS 65% 59% Not offered 34% 5%  (email) 

NASS: Census 67%* 24% 68% 3% 
3% (email, fax, 

incoming call)  

NASS: Crops 
APS 

54% 3% 23% 72% 1% (email & Fax) 

NCSES: HERD 
Short 

97% 100% 0% Not offered 0% 

NCSES: HERD 
Standard 

98% 100% 0% Not offered 0% 

*Response checked in as of 8/20/18 
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Paradata  

• Not trivial! 

• Decisions had to be made about what got pulled 
• Exact dates – particularly important for panel surveys 

• Unique users vs. total users 

• Handle skip patterns and multiple pages 

• Differences among paradata systems (even within agencies) 

• Define devices, e.g., what is a smart phone? Is a Kindle a 
tablet? 
• Some systems gave more specificity than others (may or may not 

mean there were more types of devices) 
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Starting and ending on a smartphone 

Started on a 
Smartphone 

Ended on a 
Smartphone 

BLS: ARS 1.4% 1.0% 

BLS: JOLTS 0.5% 0.4% 

NASS: Census 6% 6% 

NASS: Crops APS 2% 2% 

NCSES: HERD Short & Standard 0.2% 0.1% 
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HERD Results  

• Almost no one tried with a smart phone 

• Why? 
• Ongoing annual survey with repeat respondents 

• Respondents at colleges and universities likely at desks 

• Respondents contacted at their offices 
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NASS: Census of Agriculture, 
average session duration (minutes) 
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Desktop Tablet Mobile 
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NASS: Census of Agriculture, 
device switching in users with 2+ sessions 
First Device Last Device Number Percent 

Desktop Phone 296 0.33 

Desktop Tablet 1018 1.13 

Desktop Desktop 225 0.25 

Phone Desktop 1025 1.14 

Phone Tablet 225 0.25 

Phone Phone 26 0.00 

Tablet Desktop 1707 1.90 

Tablet Phone 101 0.11 

Tablet Tablet 106 0.12 

Did not switch devices 85,321 94.75 

Total 90,500 100% 
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NASS: Census of Agriculture, 
breakoffs by device 
Total breakoffs: 9,222 

Count Percent 

Desktop 7307 1.6% 

Tablet 971 0.2% 

Phone 942 0.2% 

Did not break off 456,788 98.0% 

Total 466,008 100 
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• Crops APS had only 67 breakoffs, and showed a similar pattern by device. 
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Summary 

• Not a lot of response coming in on smartphones 

• BLS and NCSES have higher percentage of web response, but 
lower percentage of mobile response, compared to NASS 

• Use of mobile devices seems to depend on the population 
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Research Questions 

1. How often are establishment respondents using mobile 
devices to complete government surveys? 
• Not very often. 

 

2. Does this vary by survey complexity? Agency? 
Respondent type? 
• No evidence it varies by complexity. 

• Respondent type may play a role, e.g., colleges/universities vs. 
farms/ranches. 
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Final Thoughts on Paradata 

• Beautiful theories murdered by gangs of brutal facts 
• Beautiful theories: ease of pulling paradata 

• Brutal facts: time, multiple datasets 

• Paradata is important, useful, and great in theory. But also 
extremely hard to collect and analyze. 

• As you build data collection instruments, think through what 
paradata you want and how you want it, to minimize 
complexity of analyzing it later. 
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Discussion Questions 

1. What patterns, if any, have you seen in mobile device usage in your 
establishment surveys? 

2. Is mobile optimization needed for establishment surveys? 

3. What metrics have you built into your paradata systems that have 
been especially useful to you? If someone is building a system from 
scratch, what would you recommend including? 
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Extra screenshots 
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NASS screenshots 
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INEGI, Mexico 

 

 

Use of computing mobile devices in the 

Economic Censuses for updating the Mexican 

Statistical Business Register and 

georeferencing establishments 
 

20 september 2018 

 



Economic Censuses: the most complete and detailed source of basic  

economic information of Mexico  

It contains, in high detail, 

the characteristics of the 

national economy 

Data on all the economic activities, at 

any level of geographical detail 

It is used in several public, private, 

academic and social projects 
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Economic 
Censuses  

every 5 years 

Updating the 
whole SBR 

every 5 years 

National Statistical 
Directory of 

Economic Units 
(DENUE) 

Public and free 

DENUE, a product of the Economic Censuses 



More than 60 thousand searches per month 

The DENUE is a highly demanded product due to its characteristics : 
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It contains 

business data on 

identification, 

location and size, 

of every single 

business of the 

country 

All businesses of the country are located there, assembled in a 
GIS 

Businesses are classified according to economic 

activity based on an international classification system 

(NAICS) 

 

Every establishment appears represented in the 

digitized cartography, at the exact corresponding 

place, identified by means of a dot 
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With all these 

characteristics,  the user 

can search exactly the 

universe of his or her 

interest, by choosing the 

specific activities he or she 

wants to search 
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In this example, the chosen layers are: the DENUE, Economic Censuses, 

railways, and paved streets 

The DENUE is in a GIS, developed by INEGI, where the user can 

visualize more than 240 layers of information:  



 

 

A Computing 
Mobile Device 

(DCM, its acronym 
in Spanish) 

 

 
and inside of 

it...the digitized 
cartography 

But first of 

all, it is 

necessary… 

By means of two esencial elements: 

To allocate each 
establishment with its 

dot 
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Why not allocating the dot with a GPS? 

• The error with GPS could get as far 

as 30 meters, therefore the dot 

could be  located  even in a 

different block 
 
 

 
• With digitized cartography in DCM, 

and satellite images, the 

interviewer established himself in 

the right location and more easily, 

and allocated the dot in the correct 

place, at least in the correct block 

and front of block 



DCM for capturing census data: first steps 
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First “experiment”, 

Economic Censuses 

2004 

Limited capacity, but it allowed to capture 

street names and, during the interview, to 

allocate them automatically 

The objective of the 

experiment was achieved: to 

prove that the use of  the DCM 

was feasible and convenient 

for census data collection 

10% of geographical areas in EC2004 

were covered with a DCM 

A PDA was used for 

CE2004 



In CE2009, the DCM was used for the whole census data collection 
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Before 2014, INEGI 

concluded the  

digitalization of the 

cartography, including 

street names, and it 

was incorporated into 

the DCM 

Both blocks and streets 

keys were automatically 

allocated into the 

questionnaires 

The interviewer could locate 

the exact location of each 

establishment and to assign 

it in the digitized 

cartography, as a dot 



In EC2014 a more advanced DCM was used 
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With the development of technology, the DCM acquired for 

EC2014 was substantially better. The conditions searched for 

were: 
 

A bigger screen that enabled the inclusion and 
visualization of long texts 

Higher capacity of memory and processing 

That the DCM were still light, but with “heavy 
duty” characteristics 



Tools added to DCM, for 

EC2014: 
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 Lesser time of interview and less 

re-enquiries 
 

Full updating of DENUE 
 

Exact location of each 

establishment in the geographical 

space 
 

Higher speed, agility, efficiency and 

quality in data processing and 

transmission, when compared to a 

PDA 
 

 Longitudinal follow up of each 

DENUE’s establishment 

Systems: cartographic module, 

operational routine, questionnaire’s 

validation, automatic classification and 

data safety protocol 

Digitized cartography 

Satellite images 

Workload 

Catalogues and  operative manuals 

Registration of progress per blocks 

and establishments 

Questionnaire and validation system 

Directory of economic units 

Portable keyboard,  help with concepts, 

calculator, warning messages 

By using these tools,  INEGI 

obtained: 
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This way, in EC2014, more than 5 million establishments in the 

country were georeferenced, as well as 26 million of dwellings, 

and all the empty properties 
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From paper to DCM… 

Defining highly in advance the census questionnaire, 

validation criteria, operative strategy and detailed 

planning 

Establishing, beforehand, the logistics for data 

collection, supervisions, and training strategies 

Preparing all capturing and follow up systems, also 

ahead of time 



Savings in Census data collection through DCM  
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• Using DCM represents 

saving of 20% in relation to 

previous data collection 

conducted in paper   

• Paper (and trees), printing 

of questionnaires and 

transport 

• Wages of data 

transcribers 
• Wages of data 

“validators” 

• Wages of supervisors of 

capturing 

• Leasing spaces 

and buying 

computers  

• Storage of 

questionnaires 
• Reduction in the number 

of  re-visits to the 

respondent 



Other benefits of using the DCM 
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 Homogeneity during 

the development of 

the interview 

 Faster and more accurate 

data collection and data 

updating 

 Immediate data 

transmission 
 More timely data release 

 Easier control and follow 

up of the census data 

collection activities 

 Easier staff training 



Conclusions 
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• Saving resources 

• Improving data quality  

• More control during 

data collection 

• More control in data 

revision 

• Improving training 

processes for 

interviewers 

• More timely data release  

• Creating new products such as the 

directory of establishments in the 

digitized cartography 

• To have the support of the 

geography in the DCM to locate 

data in the place where they 

occur:    
 

         

          

Using Computing Mobile Devices has enabled: 

Changing from paper to DCM is a complex process, but it worths it 

Georeferenced 
Statistics 



A couple of questions for the audience: 

 

1. What problems have you had concerning the 

use of the DCM in census data collection? 

 

2. What advantages have you had concerning 

the use of the DCM in census data collection? 
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The Migration of the Canadian Census of 

Agriculture to an Integrated Business Program 

without Contact with Respondents 

Mathieu Thomassin 

Director of the Retail and Service Industries Division 

Statistics Canada 

mathieu.thomassin@canada.ca 
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• Evolution of the Canadian Agriculture Industry and the Data 

Collection Method 

• Vision of the Census of Agriculture (CEAG) 

• Changes to the 2021 CEAG (progressive transition to a model 

eliminating contact with respondents) 

• 2026 and beyond: CEAG-Zero 

• Future Work 

• Discussion Questions 

Agenda 
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Evolution of the Canadian Agriculture Industry 
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Data Collection has Evolved 
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Agriculture Data at StatCan 

    

    

Agriculture  
surveys 

Census of 
Agriculture 

Satellite data 
Administrative 

data 
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Future Opportunities for Innovation at STC 

 Nano-satellites 

 Drones 

 Precision 
agriculture data 

Crowdsourcing 
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Through partnerships with Canadians, businesses, associations, 
institutions and government entities and other information centers… 

 

...comprehensive, relevant and integrated farm data (with trade, 
food processing, transportation, health, environment, etc.) is 
produced: 

 

 Without contacting farmers (CEAG-Zero project); 

 In a very timely fashion; 

 At macro and micro level; 

 At a very fine level of geographic granularity; 

 Through modern user-centric dissemination channels. 

 

Vision for the CEAG 
Adapting the program to a rapidly changing context 
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The foundations remain unchanged 

Content is modified based on consultations with stakeholders: 

 Consultations completed for the 2021 cycle. 

Collection: Electronic questionnaire (EQ); paper, on demand only: 

 Planning assumption: 70% EQ take-up rate. 

 Maximize the use of EQ functionalities to reduce the time required 
to complete the questionnaire.  

 Use interactive web mapping application for geo-coding. 

Census day: May 11, 2021 – same as Census of Population: 

 Cost efficiencies for sharing CPOP infrastructure. 

 

Vision for the CEAG 
Adapting the program to a rapidly changing context 
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• Increased availability of administrative and alternative sources of 

data; 

• Increased access to quality satellite imagery; 

• Refinement of large dataset processing techniques; 

• Information needs go beyond the primary sector; 

• Farms are increasingly integrated and complex businesses; 

• Statistics Canada’s modernization agenda; 

• It is imperative to modernize the Census of Agriculture to adapt 

to this new context. The Census of Agriculture 2021 is seen as 

one that will transition towards a new business model. 

Vision for the CEAG 
Adapting the program to a rapidly changing context 
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• CEAG will maximize its integration with existing platforms and 

tools used in the Economic Statistics Field (Governance, BR, 

Collection, IBSP, Disclosure Avoidance, IT support). 

• Use of corporate services / generalized systems; 

• Better integration with other business statistics programs (e.g. 

Environment, Manufacturing, Trade); 

• Harmonized content between CEAG and other surveys / programs; 

• Modular approach for the questionnaire; 

• Common data repository and analytical tools; 

• Rolling Estimates     An opportunity to improve the timeliness of the 

releases 

 

Changes to the 2021 CEAG 
Progressive transition to a model eliminating contact with respondents 
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Changes to the 2021 CEAG 
Rolling Estimates 

Production of a “predicted 
values” database  
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Production of a test environment: Predicted Values Database.  

 

• Feasibility study - produce the results from the 2021 Census 

of Agriculture in parallel using administrative files, survey and 

satellite data and models; 

• Proof of concepts / parallel run; 

 Used for both Census and survey programs . 

 Assessment of the real cost and effort to move to an 

administrative data driven Census of Agriculture.  

• Use for validation and imputation. 

Changes to the 2021 CEAG 
Feasibility / Proof of Concept 
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• Modular approach; 

• Use of auxiliary sources of information to replace selected 

data; 

• Increased uses of satellite imagery and other administrative 

files for validation and frame management; 

• Develop new partnerships with data providers; 

• Assessment of the transferability to survey programs. 

 

Changes to the 2021 CEAG 
Progressive transition to a model with no contact with respondents - 

CEAG-Zero. 
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Changes to the 2021 CEAG 
Full Replacement versus Smart Replacement 
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Full replacement: variables are excluded from respondent collection. 

Smart replacement: Collection is customized for each respondent based on the 
availability of a reliable auxiliary source of information. 



2021 CEAG 
EQ flow for Smart Replacement 
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• CEAG 2026: From the classical approach to “CEAG-Zero” (0 or 

minimal contact with respondents) 

• The Census team is aiming at producing an annual census where 

most of the info will be derived from administrative, alternative and 

modelled data.  

• Data gaps will be addressed via the survey programs.  

 

Changes to the 2026 CEAG 
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• New and varied data sources and methods:  

 Misalignment of reference periods / Breaks in the series. 

• Quality: administrative or modelled data versus respondent data. 

• Privacy. 

• Effort and Infrastructure required for record linkages:  

 Multiple sources / limited number of records. 

 Large volume of transactions (e.g., precision agriculture data). 

• HR: availability of the right skillsets. 

• Resistance to change (internal and external). 

 

CEAG-Zero 

 Challenges 
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Future Work 

Efforts continue to be deployed to: 

• seek ways to maximize the use of alternate data sources 

• identify and evaluate the use of other potential 

administrative/alternate data sources from the public and private 

sectors 

• develop partnerships with potential data providers 

• enhance the processing and analysis of these various data 

sources to transform them into data that are fit for survey/census 

use or more appropriate for statistical use 

• improve the statistical methods that can be used for combining 

data from different sources (record linkage) 

• harmonize the concepts and definition from different data 

sources (i.e., improve data coherence) 
19 



1. What are your experiences in the use of multi-source data? 

What are the main challenges that your organization have 

faced? 

2. What are your experiences and lessons learned in working with 

the data providers/owners (e.g., building partnerships with them, 

collaborating in a mutually beneficial way, etc.)? Have you made 

any attempts to standardize and harmonize some concepts and 

definitions? 

3. What are your experiences in measuring the quality of the 

estimates coming from a hybrid of survey and administrative 

data sources? 

 

Discussion Questions 
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For more information regarding the CEAG-Zero project, please 

contact Mathieu Thomassin or Étienne Saint-Pierre:  

etienne.saint-pierre@canada.ca; mathieu.thomassin@canada.ca 

 

For more information related to the Census of Agriculture and 

other data products please visit: www.statcan.gc.ca 

 

 

#StatCan100 

THANK YOU! 
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Appendix a – Modernization at Statistics Canada 
Pushing the limits 
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EMPLOYMENT AND 

COMPENSATIONS OF 

EMPLOYEES SURVEY 

Ashraf Alhajaj 



  

1. General Background of the Survey 

  

1.1 Introduction 

The Employment Survey is an annual 
national survey conducted by the 
Department of Statistics (DoS). The 
principal aim of the survey is to provide 
up-to-date statistical data on the number 
of establishments, number of employees 
and their basic socio-economic 
characteristics, volume of compensations 
in both the public and the private sectors, 
as well as basic data that allow 
measuring the development of the 
salaries and wages according to various 
occupations. 

Due to the fact that some of the workers 
do not work all year round, the data are 
collected annually with October serving 
as the reference month 

  

1.2 Objectives of the Survey 

The Employment Survey aims at 
providing the following data: 

Number of establishments operating in the 
public and the private sectors by various 
economic activities. 

Number of employees in the public and 
the private sectors and their 
characteristics, such as sex, nationality, 
educational level and specialization. 

Levels of cash salaries and wages paid to 
different occupation categories as well as 
regular and irregular cash allowances and 
remunerations. 

Compensations of employees by major 
occupation categories. 

Usual work hours during the month except 
week end days by occupation categories 
in both the public and the private sectors. 

Size of employment in both the public and 
the private sectors. 

 



  

1.3 Survey Coverage 

The survey covered all 
operating establishments in 
the public sector (except for 
military and security 
establishments) and all 
establishments of the private 
sector regardless of the 
number of employees (except 
for the agricultural sector). The 
Department of Statistics has 
included establishments 
employing less than five 
workers since 1999. 

  

 

1.4 Sample Design 

The sample of the 2016 survey 
was designed to include:  

All establishments of the public 
sector excluding military and 
security establishments, with a 
total number of 284 
establishments. 

All establishments of the private 
sector engaging 50 workers and 
more excluding the agricultural 
sector.  

A sample was drawn from the 
remaining establishments.   

The total sample size of the 
survey was 7960 establishments.   

 



  

2. Preparatory Stage 

  

2.1 Survey Main Documents 

The documents used in this survey 
included the survey questionnaire, the 
instructions manual and the coding 
manual. 

  

2.1.1 Survey Questionnaire 

At the beginning of the year, the survey 
questionnaire was thoroughly revised to 
make sure that it meets the objectives of 
the survey. The questionnaire consists of 
the following topics: 

Identification and general information of 
the establishments. 

Number of employees and their 
characteristics. 

Employees' compensations. 

 

2.1.2 Instructions Manual 

The manual contained definitions and 
concepts used in the survey as well as 
detailed instructions for the office and the 
field staff at various supervisory and 
executive levels. It also included detailed 
explanation of items on the questionnaire 
and how to complete the data in a way 
that ensures high quality and accuracy.  
Further, the manual included basic edit 
rules that should be followed by 
enumerators and editors when checking 
the consistency of data on the 
questionnaire. The duties and 
responsibilities of various levels of the 
survey staff were also included in this 
manual. In addition, the necessary edit 
rules were also prepared for electronic 
processing of data. 
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2.1.3 Coding Manual 

The coding manual was revised 
and prepared after designing the 
survey questionnaire. The 
International Standard Industrial 
Classification of all Economic 
Activities, Third Revision (ISIC4) 
was used to code activity, the 
Jordanian Standard Classification 
of Education (JISCED) which is 
based on the International 
Standard Classification of 
Education  (ISCED) was used to 
code the educational level and 
specialization, and Standard 
Classification of Occupation 
(ISCO-08) was used to code the 
occupation 

  

2.2 Definitions and 
Classifications 

Statistical Unit: The 
establishment is considered 
to be the statistical unit for 
this survey. It should have a 
financial autonomy and 
might practice one or more 
economic activities, where 
one of which is considered 
the main activity and the 
rest are considered 
secondary activities 
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Main Activity: It is the 
principal activity practiced 
by the establishment, 
where it could be 
identified by the volume 
of production, revenue or 
the value added of its 
main produce of goods 
and /or services. This 
activity should be 
recorded in detail 
according to the ISIC4 

Reference Month: It is the month for which the 
data are collected from all establishments of the 
sample.  For the purposes of this survey the 
reference month is October. 

Work Hours: The calculation of work hours 
was amended on the basis of usual work hours 
and the work hours of the week end are not 
calculated as of the survey of 2009. 

Compensations of Employees: Total salaries 
and wages paid or due to employees either in 
cash or in kind. It also includes the contribution 
of the establishment in the social security plus 
any other cash or in kind benefits paid or due to  
employees. 

Establishment Ownership: All economic 
establishments in which the government owns 
51% and more of their capital or has the right to 
interfere in their internal policies and decisions 
are considered public sector, otherwise they are 
private 
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Cash Salaries and Wages: The total amount of money 
paid in cash by the employer directly and regularly to the 
employee in return of his work in the establishment for 
normal daily work hours, this includes: 

The basic salary or the wage. 

The family and cost of living allowance. 

The academic certificate allowance. 

Any other allowances related to difficulty of occupation 
such as doctors, engineers…etc. 

Regular and Irregular Cash Grants, Remunerations 
and Allowances: Regular (almost all year round) and 
irregular (some months of the year) grants, 
remunerations and allowances paid in cash by the 
employer to the employee.  These include: 

Payments in return of overtime work or working during 
official holidays and vacations. 

Shift or night duty allowances, provided that such 
payments are not considered as overtime work. 

Benefits and remunerations related to production or 
commission. 

  Grants and allowances paid directly with the monthly 
salary such as housing allowances.  

Any other allowances.  

 

2.3 Organization of 
Survey Staff 

The survey staff consists of 
the survey administration 
which is in charge of all 
administrative and technical 
duties, and of the office 
processing staff (editors and 
coders).  The field staff 
consists of supervisors, field 
editors and enumerators 
under the supervision of the 
field supervisor. 
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2.4 Recruitment and Training of Staff 

  

The field staff was selected according to 
certain criteria relevant to the nature of 
the work to be accomplished. Emphasis 
was placed on the experience, education 
and specialization of the staff members 
as much as possible.  

A training course was held to provide 
guidelines on the survey objectives, data 
collection procedures and how to deal 
with establishments as well as a detailed 
explanation of the items in the 
questionnaire.  At the end of the course, 
a written test was held for the staff to 
determine their comprehension levels 
and understanding of the concepts and 
instructions of the questionnaire. 

  

 

3. Data Collection Stage 

  

3.1 Organization of Fieldwork 

The fieldwork was carried out by teams 
each of which consisted of two to three 
enumerators plus an office editor and a 
team supervisor.  

  

3.2 Data Collection 

Data collection started in April 2016 
through the personal interview method. In 
case of large-size establishments the 
enumerators left the questionnaire by the 
concerned person in the establishment 
and fixed a later appointment to complete 
or collect the questionnaire. This 
procedure allowed sufficient time for the 
respondent to prepare the required 
information 
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3.3 Field Editing 

Field editing was assigned to the team 
supervisor, where he has to check daily a 
sample of questionnaires for each enumerator 
working with him. Any detected errors were 
made clear to the enumerators. 

  

4. Data Processing Stage 

  

4.1 Office Processing 

All completed and field-edited questionnaires 
were delivered to the Employment Division 
head office for further editing. During the editing 
process any error detected in the questionnaire 
was refered to the division chief. In this case, 
either a telephone call was made with the 
respondent for clarification or the enumerator 
paid a visit to the establishment to correct the 
faulty data. The questionnaires were then 
coded before being sent to the Computer 
Directorate for data entry. 

  

 

4.2 Electronic Processing  

The office-processed questionnaires were 
delivered to the Data Entry Division where they 
were captured using special pre-prepared entry 
programs and electronic edit rules.  Upon 
completing the data entry process preliminary 
cross tabulations of the survey results were 
generated for review by the subject-matter 
persons in the Division. Any suspected findings 
were checked with regard to data entry, 
tabulation program and raising factors. 

  

  

4.3 Tabulation and Dissemination of Results 

After obtaining a clean data file, the final results 
were tabulated in accordance with the pre-
prepared dummy tables. Then the final report 
was prepared containing detailed tabulations as 
well as the methodology of the survey.  The 
results of the survey were loaded on the page 
of the Department of Statistics (DoS). 
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Quality Assurance for the  

European Company Survey 2019 (ECS 

2019) 

Sophia MacGoris 
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Eurofound and Cedefop 



The two agencies 

• Budget of ca. € 21m 

• Ca. 100 people in Dublin and 3 in 

Brussels 

• Areas of expertise: Working Conditions, 

Living Conditions, Industrial Relations 

and Collective Bargaining, Structural 

Change and Restructuring 

 
 

• Budget of ca. € 13m 
• Ca. 90 people in Thessaloniki 

and 2 in Brussels 
• Areas of expertise: Vocational 

Education, Lifelong Learning,  
Understanding Qualifications, 
Policy Analysis 
 
 

 

 

European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational 
Training 

 

European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions 

 

Both tripartite 

agencies established 

in 1975 carrying out 

comparative socio-

economic research 



European Company Surveys 

Background and focus 



European Company Survey 

• Survey of HR managers and employee representatives in 
European establishments 
– Most senior person in charge of human resources in the 

establishment (MM) 

– Official employee representative (works council/trade union) (ER) 

• Three editions so far and one in progress: 
– 2004/5: working time and work-life balance 

– 2009: flexibility practices and social dialogue 

– 2013: work organisation, human resource management, direct 
employee participation and social dialogue 

– 2019: (in cooperation with Cedefop), topics similar to 2013 but with 
more detail on skills utilisation, skills strategies and digitalisation. 
Issues will be linked to business strategy and performance 

 



4th ECS Survey design 



Survey design 

• Probability-based samples of establishments with at least 10 
employees, carrying out market activities 

• All EU Member States plus ME, MK, RS and TR 

• Sample sizes range from 250 in Malta to 1,500 in Germany  

• Push-to-web approach 
– Establishments contacted by telephone 

– Identifying both MM and ER respondent 

– Request to administer questionnaire online 

• MM questionnaire in all establishments (ca. 120 items, 20 – 25 
min.), ER questionnaire (ca. 90 items, 15 min.) in establishment 
where an ER is present and willing to participate. 

• State-of-the-art procedures with regard to questionnaire 
translation, contact strategy, quality assurance, and quality 
monitoring. 

 



 

• Alignment with the European Statistical System: relevance 

& timeliness, accuracy, accessibility, coherence  

• Following Cross-Cultural Survey Guidelines 

• Applying the Total Survey Error approach: coverage, 

sampling, non-response and measurement error 

• Closely monitoring and comprehensively documenting the 

survey production process 

Eurofound’s Approach to Quality Assurance for 

Surveys (1) 



• Relevance & Timeliness  

– relevance for users of the survey data reports, in terms of 

substance and timing of publication.  

• Accuracy  

– validity and reliability of the survey data.  

• Accessibility 

– Availability of outputs and transparency of processes.  

• Coherence & Comparability  

– Consistency with other data sources  

• Punctuality  

– adherence to the timeline as set at the start of the project. 

 

European Statistical System Quality Criteria 



European 

Statistical 

System 

quality 

criteria 

applied to 

all survey 

stages 
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Planning & Design      

 

Sampling & 
Weighting 

Sampling      

Weighting      

Questionnaire Questionnaire      

Translation      

Pre-Fieldwork Fieldwork infrastructure      

Scripting      

Training of fieldwork 
managers and interviewers 

     

Fieldwork Fieldwork organisation      

Fieldwork monitoring and data 
validation 

     

Post-Fieldwork Data processing      

Micro data      

 

Analyses & Dissemination      

 



• Planning & Design 

– Three sub-stages: survey planning, survey design, and procurement.  

– Carried out by Eurofound with the help of external experts and 
stakeholders 

– QA depends on fixing the survey mandate, and comprehensive 
documentation of all discussions and decisions  

• Sampling & Weighting 

– Sampling and weighting are both related to the coverage of the population 
and are important for the validity of survey measurement 

– QA of sampling covers the extent to which all elements of the target 
population are covered 

– QA of weighting covers the extent to which weights are available for all 
data entries.  

•   

Survey stages (1) 



•  Questionnaire 

– Includes questionnaire development and translation 

– Carried out by Eurofound with the help of external experts and 

stakeholders 

– QA for development covers the documentation of content details, 

time-line and roles of actors involved 

– QA for translation covers the connection between survey goals and 

survey measurement and the procedures that ensure a balance 

between coherence and linguistic and cultural appropriateness 

• Pre-Fieldwork 

– Last stage in which quality measures can be taken without interfering 

with fieldwork 

– Includes data entry process, consistency checks, interviewer training, 

fieldwork manager training, fieldwork infrastructure 

Survey stages (2) 



• Fieldwork & Data 

– Data collection is conducted by the contractor 

– Monitoring quality indicators in real time enables Eurofound to 

take appropriate measures when necessary 

•  Post-Fieldwork 

– Includes data processing, coding and checking, resulting in a 

final micro data set, containing the questionnaire data, coded 

data, weights and paradata 

•  Analysis & Dissemination 

– The final stage concerns the analysis and dissemination of the 

survey data, which Eurofound carries or contracts out.  

 

Survey stages (3) 



Quality assurance framework 

 
Developed by Eurofound in 2013 and based on the quality concept 

of the European Statistical System, the Cross-Cultural Survey 

Guidelines and the Total Survey Error Approach.  

3 elements: 

• Quality assurance: planned procedures and activities to 

ensure that the survey meets quality requirements 

• Quality control: planned system of process monitoring, 

verification and analysis of indicators of quality, and updates to 

quality assurance procedures, to ensure that quality assurance 

works 

• Quality indicators: list of measurable indicators on the basis of 

which the quality of the survey processes and output will be 

monitored and assessed 



Quality indicators and the Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) 

 
Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) includes quality indicators which 

covers all aspects of the survey from beginning to end. Targets are 

set for both contractor and EF.  

 

1. List of quality indicators provided to tenderers outlining 

 - targets that have to be achieved (red) 

 - targets that are aimed to be achieved 

2. Tenderer confirms/proposes benchmark targets for non-red ones 

3. EF and contractor agree benchmarks for non-red targets.  

4. Indicators to be integrated into all aspects of the survey 

4. Quality indicators file updated monthly by contractor 

5. Final quality indicator list produced by contractor at end of project 

 

 



We aim for a high quality ECS … 

QAP – Source Questionnaire 

• Questionnaires are developed based on experts’ and 

stakeholders’ input 

 

 

 

• Advance translation and cognitive testing 

 

 

 

E&C Questionnaire has been consulted with Eurofound and Cedefop's 

stakeholders 

Y Documentation of steering group 

meetings 

E&C Percentage of questionnaire items in the final source questionnaire 

that meet international methodological standards of question design 

(such as outlined in Saris & Gallhofer (2007)) 

100% Documentation of expert 

consultation 

E&C Comprehensive documentation of the process of advance translation Y Documentation of advance translation 

(advance translation report) 

E&C Advance translation delivered to Ipsos at agreed date (date to be 

inserted here by client when agreed with client) 

Y Email from client sending results of 

adcance translation to Ipsos 

CT A strategy for cognitive testing is agreed that that reflects current 

academic standards, as illustrated by academic references included in a 

document outlining the strategy for cognitive testing  

Y Cognitive test strategy 

E&C Number of questions for which 'major' issues are detected that are kept 0 Cognitive test report 

CT Cognitive test results delivered at the agreed date  Y Email to client delivering cognitive test 

report 



• State of the art translation process: translatability assessment, 

team translation methodology (TRAPD - Translation, Review, 

Adjudication, Pre-testing and Documentation) 

 

 

We aim for a high quality ECS … 

QAP - Translation 

CT Percentage of translators and adjudicators that take part in 

translator training 

100% Attendance lists 

CT Translation materials (e.g. translator instructions, and translator and 

adjudicator training materials) are constructed using input from the 

cognitive test and advance translation and are provided to the 

translators 

Y Translation report (re input and provision) / 

Translation instructions and training 

materials, training sessions (re provision to 

translators) 

E&C Translation materials are made publicly available. Y Availability on Eurofound website 

CT Percentage of languages for which translation or adaptation follows 

the agreed process 

100% Translation report 

CT Percentage of languages, out of those for which translation is 

required, for which systematic documentation in English is provided 

about the process and results of adjudication 

100% Translation documentation 

CT Percentage of cross-national review sessions, in which adjudicators 

from each of the countries sharing the particular language 

participate 

100% Attendance lists 

CT Percentage of final translated questionnaire items that required 

editing (e.g. correcting typo's, copying and pasting errors, etc.) 

<5% Translation documentation 



We aim for a high quality ECS …  

QAP – Sampling 

• Detailed sampling plans are drawn up in close 

collaboration between EF/CF and the contractor; 12 out of 

28 EU countries are using establishment registers  

 

 

 

 

CT A common sampling strategy is agreed that reflects 

current academic standards, as illustrated by 

academic references included in the sampling 

strategy document 

Y Sampling strategy 

CT Final sampling strategy delivered to client at the 

agreed date 

Y Email to client submitting 

final sampling strategy 

CT Percentage of countries where a sampling frame on 

the establishment level is used 

43% Sampling strategy 

E&C Sampling plans approved by client at agreed date Y Email(s) from client 

approving final country-level 

sampling plans 



• Face to face seminar with national fieldwork partners 

 

 

• Training of interviewers 

 

We aim for a high quality ECS …  

QAP – Training 

CT Percentage of local project leaders/country 

coordinators attending the fieldwork manager 

instruction meeting 

100

% 

List of participants 

CT Interviewer training materials are 

comprehensive, fully covering the process for 

respondent selection and recruitment as well as 

for questionnaire administration. 

Y Interviewer training materials 

CT Interviewer training materials are translated into 

the working languages of all the country teams 

Y Interviewer training materials 

CT Percentage of interviewers that are trained 

before they participate in fieldwork 

100

% 

Attendance lists; email confirming 

the fact to client 

CT Percentage of staff in charge of online 

adminstration of interviews that are trained 

before they participate in fieldwork 

100

% 

Attendance lists; email confirmation 

to client 



We aim for a high quality ECS …  

QAP – Fieldwork monitoring, training 

• Weekly teleconferences with contractor (and more if necessary) 

• Close fieldwork monitoring in place by contractor and followed by 

EF/CF; 10% of screener calls checked; detailed weekly reports to be 

provided 
CT An explicit, comprehensive and discriminative interviewer monitoring 

strategy is outlined 

Y Fieldwork strategy 

CT Percentage of countries where at least 10% of successful screening 

interviews are monitored  

100% Technical report; Weekly 

reporting; Contact data 

CT Percentage of countries where at least 10% of follow-up calls for CAWI 

completion are monitored 

100% Technical report; Weekly 

reporting; Contact data 

CT Percentage of countries covered in weekly monitoring data (in accordance 

with template) 

100% Weekly reporting 

CT Number of times that the weekly monitoring data for the preceding week is 

not delivered on Tuesday by the end of business, without prior agreement  

0 Emails to client delivering 

weekly reports 

E&C Number of times that the quantitative indicators in the weekly monitoring 

data and the progress and projections (of end date) are not checked by the 

following Thursday by the end of business, without prior agreement 

0 Emails responding to weekly 

reports 

CT Results from the data validation approach are integrated in the weekly 

fieldwork reports 

Y Weekly reporting 



We aim for a high quality ECS… 

• Data protection and ethics strategy in place for contractor, 

national partners and interviewers  

• Extra efforts for high response (e.g. using best 

interviewers, targeted timing of calls, email and telephone 

follow-up, customised report offered to respondents) 

• Independent quality assessment review to be 

commissioned following completion of the survey 



Thank your for your attention! 
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Introduction 

 Business surveys are often the only data source 

used to collect economic information about 

enterprises.     

 In particular, Structural Business Survey (SBS) 

are based on sample data and yearly produce 

aggregated economic data such as turnover, 

production value, personnel costs, etc.  
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The sample frame consists of a list of active 

enterprises maintained in the Statistical 

Business Register (SBR) within KAS.              

According to the methodology used in statistic, 

active enterprises are considered only those who 

have declared one of the taxes or have declared 

any employees during the reference year. 
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Methodology 



 

 

  

 This paper aims to identify and measure the 

impact of principal frame errors on the sample-

based estimations using auxiliary administrative 

variables 
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Quality 

 

 The SBS is based on the use of the Statistical 

Business Register (SBR) as the reference frame.  

 Quality of statistics produced by each survey is  

related to the quality of the SBR.  
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Auxiliary administrative information for turnover: the 
fiscal turnover 

 The use of administrative sources for statistical 

purposes continues to be one of the strategic purposes 

of any statistical institutes.  

 But the possibility to substitute direct information with 

available administrative data is dependent, where the 

needed information exist, on their quality (data from 

Tax authority of Kosovo). 
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Types of errors 

 

 Several types of error affect estimates;  

 - it is possible to distinguish between 

sampling  and non-sampling errors. 
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Frame errors and their impact 

 It is known that the purpose of each survey is to produce 

estimate as accurate as possible of a given unknown 

parameter.  

 In the estimation process of economic aggregates of the 

SBS survey, both frame and non- response errors are 

treated as non-responses and measures of the overall 

error are supplied in the production of statistics.  
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Cont. 

 The impact of non-sampling errors is more 

difficult to measure. Among non-sampling 

errors frame errors and non-response errors, 

represent the major sources of errors.  
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Cont. 

 

 Sampling errors can be evaluated 

according to some measures supplied 

by the sampling theory for probability 

sampling 
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Cont.- 2 

 

 The level of errors in the register and the errors 
in the sampled-based estimation are correlated. 

 

 The accuracy of estimates depends on their 
variability and bias.  

 

 Their magnitude determines the overall error. 
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Frame and sample size 

 

 In SBS survey for 2016, the frame of the 

survey was 36880 units, from which have 

been taken for sample 3151, which 

represent 8.54 % of all active enterprises.  
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Some findings regarding the SBS 
survey in KAS 

 

 Sampling and survey coverage  

   - the general rule is to cover at least 80 

percent of activity, notably 80 percent of 

turnover from business register.  
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Levels of stratification 

 (i) first stratification level - by activity NACE 

Rev 2. by section, 

 (ii) second stratification level - by size (initially 

three strata of size class by activity),  

 (iii) third stratification level was within 4 digit by 

size within the third class.  
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Analysis – some figures 

 

 In the process to estimate data from the 

survey, an important step is the analysis of 

information from economical point of view. 
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 During the analysis we found some illogical 

data as following:   

 Expenditure were higher than turnover; 

 Wages and salaries for instance in some cases 

50 euro/employee 

 Turnover per employee 1000 euro whereas 

wages per employee more than 1200 euros, in 

such way those figures didn’t make any sense. 
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  In such cases we have used comparative 

method within the same sector for different 

enterprises and Comparative method in 

different time for the same enterprises also. 
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- Intersection analysis 

Stat. Units 

NACE 

code Turnover Purchasing Salary No. of employee Ratio 4/5 Av. Salary 

A 46 3,452,165 2,456,152 75,850 25 0.71 252.83 

B 46 16,356,145 10,556,085 95,851 30 0.65 266.25 

C 46 15,467,154 10,587,095 85,851 25 0.68 286.17 

D 46 12,158,250 17,850,950 72,850 18 1.47 337.27 

E 46 8,956,985 6,857,599 10,500 15 0.77 58.33 

F 46 589,950 256,355 158,500 27 0.43 489.20 

total   56,980,649 48,564,236 499,401 140 0.85 297.26 

*taken into account   44,822,399 30,713,286 340,901 98 0.69 289.88 

Example:  500 = purchasing; 400 = Turnover; 300 = salaries; 200 = number of employees 
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Looking at this we have three cases with illogical data: 

Enterprise “D” the cost of buying goods it’s higher than Value of Sale or 17,850,950.0 > 12,158,250. In this 

case we have observed that cost of buying goods has been exaggerated. What we did? We used Average 

method within the section.        

Xi = turnover 

   Yi = purchasing 

 

Based on the result of formula the ratio of Purchasing to Turnover should be 0.69 and not 1.45, after that we corrected the value 

from 17,850,950.0 to 8,389,192.5 to prove 8,389,192.5/ 12,158,250 = 0.69*100 = 69% 

Notice: were from we got the number 8,389,192.5    0.69* 12,158,250 = 8,389,192.5 euro 

After the adjusted data the table will look like this: 

45.1
0.30713286

1.44822399





Yi

Xi
X
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Stat. Units NACE code Turnover Purchasing Salary No. of employee Ratio 4/5 Av. Salary 

A 46 3,452,165 2,456,152 75,850 25 0.71 252.83 

B 46 16,356,145 10,556,085 95,851 30 0.65 266.25 

C 46 15,467,154 10,587,095 85,851 25 0.68 286.17 

D 46 12,158,250 8,389,192.5 72,850 18 0.69 337.27 

E 46 8,956,985 6,857,599 10,500 15 0.77 58.33 

F 46 589,950 256,355 158,500 27 0.43 489.20 

total   56,980,649 39,102,479 499,401 140 0.85 297.26 

*taken into account   44,822,399 39,102,479 340,901 98 0.69 289.88 
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Main outcomes 

- number of employees; 

- turnover; 

- value of purchases and detail of these purchases; 

- value of the inventories at the beginning of the year and 

at the end of the year; 

- value of the taxes paid by enterprises; 

- value and details concerning the investment; 
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Actions to speed up or increase the response 

rate have been adopted:  

- enterprises on delay are subjected to one 

reminder by post and one by phone. 
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 This survey (as the other SBS and most of the 

STS surveys) is managed in a centralised 

statistical information system aiming to assure 

also a rotating system among sampled units to 

reduce burden on enterprises. 
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Conclusion 

 

 The unsatisfactory sampling survey response rate 

together with the availability of a huge amount of 

data from administrative sources (balance sheets 

and tax data) has suggested some adjustments in 

the SBS production process.  
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Cont. 

 The integration of the original SBS sample with 

administrative sources has allowed both to 

increase the response rate and to measure the 

discrepancies in the final estimation due to unit 

non-response. 
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 Using the comparative method had shown a 

good result for improvement of quality of data. 

 The estimation (grossing up) the data of SBS 

result to level of the economy we used 

method of coefficient which have shown good 

result, for all outcomes (indicators),  
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 A further work needs to be done like a more 

disaggregated analysis (NACE at 4 digits, 

NACE at 3 digits and size classes)  

 A further analysis on the informative contents 

of tax data could permit to extend this 

experiment to other SBS variables.  
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“To err is human, to forgive divine – but 

to include errors in your design is statistical. 

 

Kish, 1977 
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Thank You for your attention! 

  

Any Questions? 

 
                                             hysni.elshani@rks-gov.net     

                                    hysni.el@gmail.com 
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Disclaimer 

The opinions expressed in this presentation reflect the views of 
the author, and not necessarily those of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics   
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Motivation 

 Survey costs are up, budgets are not 

Additional effort is required to maintain response rates 

 Two Experiments 

Email vs Paper mail invitations (production) 

Mode sequence Email augmented with paper at different contact 
attempts (non-production) 

– Save money 

– Increase or maintain response rates 

– Increase electronic reporting 
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Motivation 

 Cost 

Sample 200,000 units twice per year 

$1.44 (€1.23) to mail survey forms 

$0.73 (€0.62) to mail letters 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail Invitations 

 

 

 

 

 Initial survey invitation sent through mail or Email 

 The six follow-ups were sent to all units 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 

Units that received initial Email invitation: 

Achieved an equivalent response rate 

Were more likely to respond online 

Responded at a slower pace 

Were cheaper to collect per response 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 1: Email vs Mail 
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Experiment 2: Mode Sequence 

 Experiment outside of production environment, sample 
randomized into three groups (n ~ 2,900 each) 

All units received initial survey invitation through Email 

All units received follow-up reminders through email 

 Treatments vary when the Email follow-up is augmented with a 
paper mail 
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Experiment 2: Mode Sequence 

Mail 123 

Mail 23 

Mail 3 
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Experiment 2: Response Rates 
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Experiment 2: Response Rates 
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Experiment 2: Response Rates 
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Experiment 2: Response Rates 
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Mode of Response 
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Experiment 2: Mode of Response 
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Experiment 2: Mode of Response 
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Experiment 2: Mode of Response 
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Summary 

 Email is useful but should be used as a supplement to mail, not 
as a replacement 

First experiment suggests initial Email contact increases web reporting 

In second experiment, all units received initial contact via Email and all 
three groups were reporting through web at 69% or above! 

 

Using Email alone will harm response rates 



Contact Information 
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Josh Langeland 

Research Statistician 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

langeland.joshua@bls.gov 
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Discussion Points 

Does anyone have any success stories / useful tips for contacting 
establishments with Email? 

Follow-up, do you have Email information on frame data? If not, how 
do you acquire them? 

 Is waiting 1-month too long when sending Email reminders? 
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Motivation

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 2

Strategies that maximize participation in Web-only surveys are 

in high demand

However, there is a lack of empirical evidence to guide 

recruitment decisions in Web-only surveys

‐ Especially for surveys of establishments



Email vs. Paper Invitations / Reminders

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 3

Findings from individual/household survey literature (see 

background paper) are inconsistent

Sometimes email invitations are more effective than paper 

invitations, other times not

Prenotification literature suggests that paper invitation followed 

by email reminder improves response rates over an email-only 

contact strategy

‐ But empirical evidence is mixed



Limitations of Previous Studies

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 4

Small sample sizes

University populations

Email and postal addresses are both known

Contact information is valid and regularly updated



Issues with Establishment Populations

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 5

Email addresses lacking for many establishments

Even email addresses provided by establishments through 

previous survey participation may be outdated



Possible remedies for establishment surveys

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 6

In the case of invalid email addresses, supplementary paper 

contacts can be used to administer invitations/reminders

If email address is entirely lacking, paper contacts can be 

administered from the outset

Alternatively, establishments can be sent a prenotification letter 

with request to provide email address to receive email invitation

‐ But increases costs and unclear whether establishments are willing 

to comply with such a request

‐ Even if not, may still increase likelihood of response to subsequent 

paper invitation



Further research gap: Nonresponse Bias

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 7

Besides response rates and costs, also important to consider 

effects of contact mode on nonresponse bias

Response rates only weakly correlated with nonresponse bias

‐ Groves (2006)

High response rates do not imply low NR bias, just as low 

response rates to dot imply high NR bias 

Detailed auxiliary information lacking in most NR studies



Research Questions

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 8

What is the effect of paper vs. email invitations on response 

rates to a Web-only survey of establishments?

Which combination of paper and email invitation/reminder 

modes maximizes response?

‐ How useful are supplementary paper contacts for handling 

undelivered email invitations?

Are establishments willing to provide an email address to 

receive an email invitation? How does this strategy compare to 

a paper-only contact strategy?

What is the impact of different contact mode strategies on 

nonresponse bias and costs?



Survey on Applicant Selection (SAS) for Job 

Vacancies

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 9

“One-off” Web-only survey about factors that influence hiring 

decisions made when filling job vacancies

Conducted by the IAB between Nov 2014 – Jan 2015

N = 29,513 public and private establishments recruited

‐ All previously participated at least once in the mixed-mode 

(mail/Web) IAB Job Vacancy Survey (JVS) from 2010-2012

‐ All employed at least one individual in one of 25 target professions

Establishments sampled from IAB register data

‐ Register includes all establishments in Germany with at least one 

employee liable for social security contributions



Sample Details

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 10

Postal and email addresses available for 17,992 establishments

Email addresses voluntarily provided at the end of the JVS 

forerunner survey

Most email addresses were personalized, including the name of 

the contact person (e.g. firstname.surname@establishment.de)

‐ Drawback is that they expire as soon as contact leaves the 

establishment or changes name.

No attempt was made to verify the validity of the email address 

prior to launching the SAS survey

For the remaining 11,520 establishments, only postal addresses 

available

Both groups differed with respect to employee composition; 

similar with respect to industry sector



Experiment 1 (Postal-Email Addresses):

Invitation and Reminder Mode (T1-T4)
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Experiment 1: 
Postal & email 

addresses

n=17,992

(T1) Paper 
invitation

n=4,498

Paper 
reminder

n=3,826

(T2) Paper 
invitation

n=4,498

Email 
reminder

n=3,986

(T3) Email 
invitation

n=4,498

Deliverable

n=3,662

Paper 
reminder

n=3,382

Undeliverable

n=836

Paper 
invitation

n=836

Paper 
reminder

n=759

(T4) Email 
invitation

n=4,498

Deliverable

n=3,608

Email 
reminder

n=3,395

Undeliverable

n=890

Paper 
invitation

n=890

Paper 
reminder

n=804

• Fully crossed paper/email 

invitation/reminder modes

• N = 4,498

• Supplementary paper contacts for 

undeliverable email invitations



Experiment 2 (Postal-Only Addresses):

Prenotification and Email Address Request (T5-T6)

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 12

Experiment 2:
Postal-only    
addresses

n=11,520

(T5) Paper 
invitation

n=9,217

Paper reminder

n=8,056

(T6) Email 
address request

n=2,303

Email address 
provided

n=301

Email 
invitation

n=301

Paper reminder

n=217

Email address 
not provided

n=2,002

Paper 
invitation

n=2,002

Paper reminder

n=1,906

• Paper-only contact group

• N = 9,217

• Prenotification letter sent 

with email address request

• N = 2,303

• Supplementary paper contacts

administered to prenotification

nonrespondents (N = 2,002)



Additional Study Details
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All contacts addressed to the Human Resources (HR) office or 

managerial board of the establishments

Included the salutation “Dear sir or madam”

‐ Used even in the case of personalized email addresses

All invitations/reminders included access link to the Web survey 

and personalized password

Paper and email invitations/reminders delivered around same 

time 



Analysis Steps: Comparison of Response Rates

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 14

Response rates calculated:

1) before reminder

2) after reminder, and 

3) after supplementary paper contacts

Response is defined as any establishment that initiated the Web 

survey, regardless if they actually completed the questionnaire

‐ Includes break offs and those not reporting a target profession

All establishments included in denominator, including 

undeliverable contacts 

‐ Similar to AAAPOR Response Rate 1



Analysis Steps: Nonresponse Bias

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 15

‐ Number of employees

‐ % full-time employees

‐ % female employees

‐ % German employees

‐ % low-qualified employees 

‐ % middle-qualified employees 

NR bias calculated using 12 establishment-level IAB register 

variables available for entire sample

‐ % high-qualified employees

‐ % marginal employees

‐ Median age of employees

‐ East (vs. West) Germany

‐ Industry sector

‐ Year of foundation

All continuous variables categorized

Preference given to equal-sized groups



Nonresponse Bias Calculation

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 16

Nonresponse bias

‐ Calculated as the difference between respondent-

based estimate for category, c, of a given register 

variable:

𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 ത𝑌𝑐 = ത𝑌𝑐,𝑟 − ത𝑌𝑐,𝑛

Average absolute nonresponse bias (AANB)

‐ Calculated as the average of the absolute value of 

all nonresponse bias estimates 

𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐴𝑏𝑠. 𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 =
σ𝑐=1
𝐶 𝑁𝑅 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 ത𝑌𝑐

𝐶



Analysis Steps: Costs

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 17

Expense estimates provided by the postal department 

of the IAB

Materials included printing, postage, and envelopes

Personnel and working time expenses not included in 

the cost calculations

Costs related to programming and testing Web survey 

instrument are assumed fixed across groups and not 

included in cost estimates

Total costs and per-respondent costs are both reported



Results: Response Rates by Treatment Group
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Experiment 1: Key Findings – Response Rates

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 19

Initial paper invitation (8.0%) more effective than email (4.1%)

‐ Difference: p<0.000

Highest rates in paper-paper (20.3%) and email-paper (18.2%)

‐ Difference: p=0.341 

Lowest rates in paper-email (12.8%) and email-email (6.4%)

‐ Difference: p=0.005

Supplementary paper contacts for undelivered email invitations 

(about 18% in both groups) produced a statistically significant 

improvement in response

‐ Email-paper: from 18.2 to 21.9%

‐ Email-email: from 6.4 to 10.3%



Experiment 2: Key Findings – Response Rates

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 20

8.4% of establishments provided an email address, of which 39.0% 

participated in Web survey after paper reminder

Overall (unconditional) response rate is 3.3% in prenotification

group

Administering supplementary paper contacts to prenotification

nonrespondents improved response rate to 11.7%, but still 

significantly lower than paper-paper group (15.2%)



Results: Average Absolute Nonresponse Bias (AANB)

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 21



Key Findings – NR Bias (AANB)

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 22

Results largely consistent with response rate results

That is, higher response rates yield smaller average NR bias

Experiment 1

‐ paper-paper < email-paper < paper-email < email-email

Experiment 2

‐ Paper-paper < prenotification email request group

Reminder and supplementary paper contacts reduced AANB  

across all treatment groups



Results: Recruitment Costs
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Experiment 1:

Postal-email addresses

(N=17,992)

Experiment 2:

Postal-only 

addresses

(N=11,520)

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

Sample size 4,498 4,498 4,498 4,498 9,217 2,303

Total costs (in Euros)

Before reminders

After reminders

After supp. paper 

contacts

2,620

4,849

--

2,620

2,620

--

0

1,970

2,899

0

0

987

5,369

10,062

--

1,472

1,598

3,874

Total costs per 

respondent

Before reminders

After reminders

After supp. paper 

contacts

5.20

4.63

--

5.12

3.24

--

0

2.37

0.90

0

0

1.46

6.83

5.96

--

17.72

14.93

6.80



Key Findings – Costs

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 24

Not surprisingly, lowest per-respondent costs associated with 

every email treatment group

However, email-email not associated with lowest per-

respondent costs after administering supplementary paper 

contacts

Experiment 1 (after accounting for all contacts):

‐ Email-paper < email-email < paper-email < paper-paper

‐ Noteworthy that the cheapest and most expensive contact 

sequences also produced the highest response rates

Experiment 2

‐ Paper-paper < prenotification email request group



Overall Conclusions I

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 25

Paper-only invitation/reminder strategy found to be most 

effective for maximizing participation among establishments

‐ Finding holds regardless of email address availability

Email-paper outperforms reverse sequence and performs 

similarly as well as paper-paper at a substantially lower per-

respondent cost



Overall Conclusions II

Sakshaug/Vicari - BDCM 2016 26

Supplementary paper contacts can be a useful means of 

obtaining responses from establishments with invalid/unknown 

email addresses

‐ Also reduces aggregate NR bias and per-respondent costs

However, survey organizations should not go out of their way to 

solicit email addresses from establishments for the sole purpose 

of administering an email invitation

‐ Ineffective from cost and error perspective, relative to paper-only 

contact approach
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Target Professions 

accountant, architect, bank teller, caregiver for 

disabled persons, chemist, computer scientist, 

construction engineer, cook, electrical engineer, 

emergency medical technician, general manager, 

hairdresser, HR specialist, industrial 

management assistant, industrial mechanic, IT 

specialist for application development, lawyer, 

mechanical engineer, office management 

assistant, pharmacists,  physician, preschool 

teacher, secondary teacher, social worker, and 

truck driver
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Leveraging Behavioural Insights to Improve 
Construction Businesses’ Survey Response 

Alessia Tosi, PhD (alessia.tosi@faststream.civilservice.gov.uk) 
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1. Explore the use of behavioural science principles to 

increase the number of businesses that return the 

survey questionnaire on time, thereby reducing 

resources spent response chasing 

2. Assess the feasibility of behavioural insights trials 

across business surveys, and gauge the benefits of 

behavioural insights interventions weighted against 

the operational and reputational risks. 

Project Aims 



ONS Construction Survey is one of our most resource-intensive and 

expensive monthly surveys for response chasing  

 responses are typically late 

 respondents complain that they are unable to provide the data 

 complaints and queries relating to our survey materials (letters, reminders) 

➡ unnecessary administrative costs (chasing calls, reminders, follow-up 

communications) 

➡ increased respondent burden 

➡ quality concerns for the Monthly Construction Statistical release 

 

 

The Problem 



☐ The request is unclear and/or key information is not received in a 

timely manner 

☐ Perceived high cost associated with responding which ONS is not 

clearly recognising  

☐ Failure to understand/recognise the value of providing the information  

☐ Perception that the ONS is not making full use of existing resources, 

and so it is wasting their time 

 

From a respondent’s point of view:  

identified psychological/ behavioural barriers 



Can we use behavioural insights to address (some of) 

these psychological/behavioural barriers  

and so improve the timeliness of responses to  

ONS Construction Survey? 



Can we apply behavioural insights to businesses rather than individuals? 

Respondents must answer for the business, not for themselves 

Participation is mandatory 

ONS Construction Survey is a multi-wave survey, incl. long-standing respondents 

(with biased prior experience and/or hard-to-switch established reporting routines) 

 

Challenges 

Questionnaires are at the end completed by people with the normal range of 
emotions/strategies for avoiding unpleasant tasks (Dillman, 2000) 

Authority principles may work, but respondent-driven compliance principles of 
reciprocity may be more effective (Snijker & Luppes, 2000) 

Different types of interventions for different types (long-term vs. newly) respondents 

 

Responses 



Operational constraints and risk perception: 

Risk aversion from the statistical outputs’ team: concerns that the intervention may 

adversely affect the data (and so the estimates) 

We could not reduce the cost of being a respondent by changing the format / 

content / structure / paper-based mode of the survey 

Experimental interventions were a «first timer» for ONS business operations:                                  

little pre-knowledge of the operational and processing obstacles that we might 

be facing at the difference stages of the survey cycle 

 

 

Challenges 

We only experimented with newly-selected and smaller businesses whose data 
is of less primary importance for the Construction Survey Statistical Release 

We changed the way we approach businesses and aim to build trust in 
respondents and improve their cooperation (i.e., avoiding being confrontational ) 

We Identified and involved key internal stakeholders from the start, and created 
a process map of ONS Construction Survey cycle 
 

Responses 



A respondent-oriented communication strategy centred on 
the compliance principles of reciprocity that: 

was built around respondent importance and the usefulness of 
the survey           

acknowledged the respondent’s effort and costs of responding 

acknowledged that the survey process could (and will) be 
improved 

was not confrontational (businesses were already frustrated!) 

clearly conveyed purpose and expectation of the communication, 
at each stage, and provided all key information at the right time 

was personal (whenever possible). 

 

Main nature of intervention 



The “business as usual” 





REDUCE 
INCREASE 

before 
survey 
despatch 

with 
survey 

between survey despatch and 
reminder 

      A    B   C            



Main Page 



Intervention: how / what / when 



Intervention: how / what / when 



RECIPROCITY 

We have an inherent desire to help those 

who have helped us in some way  

 

Behavioural Science principles used 

HASSLE FACTOR 

Reduce the perceived effort or ‘friction’ 

required to perform an action. 

MESSANGER EFFECT 

We are highly influenced by the identity of 

who is communicating the information 

HEAD START 
When we’re made feel like we’re making 
progress, we’re more likely to complete a 
task 

MAKE IT TIMELY 
Help people planning and prompt them 
when they are more likely to be receptive 
increase chances they’ll complete the task 

“GETTING SMTH BACK” 

A positive engagement feedback loop makes 

people willing to engage again in the future 



Intervention: how / what / when 



RECIPROCITY 

New “BI” Communication Strategy 

HASSLE FACTOR 

 

MESSANGER EFFECT 

HEAD START 

MAKE IT TIMELY 
 

“GETTING SMTH BACK” 

Introduced a Prenotification Letter + FAQ: 

- we are writing to businesses to help them plan 

their response to the survey 

- we explicitly acknowledge their effort 

Two “voices”: 

- helpful & informal in the Prenotification Letter 

(Construction Survey manager) 

- official & monitoring in the Intro Letter      

(Deputy Director of Business Surveys)  

We simplified the message: clear call for action 

and no lengthy return details  

We broke down the goal (responding to the 

survey) into 3 specific manageable tasks clearly 

visualised in a checklist diagram 

In the Intro Letter, the 3-task checklist diagram 

had the first box already checked (this is done!) 

Prenotification Letter : 

- addresses “newbies” (no bias/ no routine yet) 

- explicitly to support them to complete the 

survey form, by highlighting what information is 

required by when. 

We included a postcard with the survey form with an 

infographic based on previous survey results 

relevant to the business, and a big thank you note 



Example: the prenotification letter 



Example: the infographic postcard 



Intervention: how / what / when 



before 
survey 
despatch 

with 
survey 

between survey despatch and 
reminder 

      A    B   C            

Prenotification Letter 
FAQ 

Intro Letter 
Postcard (infographic / thank you) 
FAQ 



The Experimental Trial 



The Behavioural insights (BI) intervention will increase the likelihood of  

businesses to return their questionnaire by the Return-by-Date (RBD) 

and within one week after the RBD.   

Hypothesis 

Two-arm stratified randomized control trial (RCT) while conducting 

ONS Construction Survey in the months of April and May 2018.  

Trial Design 



Trial Sample 

• Businesses (N = 2369) were newly selected participants in the survey 

sample for January- May 2018 

• Stratified randomisation by Month of First Selection (Jan-May) and Size 

(0-4, 5-9, and 10-19) to account for confounds + permuted block 

randomisation to assign businesses to the BI group (n = 1183) vs. 

Control (n = 1186) within each stratum 

• No educational call or chasing call was made to trial participants during 

the trial survey months 

A-priori power simulation suggested a sample size between 2300 and 

2500 would give 80% power to detect the smallest effect of practical 

significant (4 ppt) increase in return rate at alpha = 5% (one-tail) 

Trial Power 



Results 
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At Return-by-Date (RBD): 

BI group : 16% 

Control : 12%  

β = 0.35 (95% CI 0.11-0.59), 

Odds-Ratio = 1.41, p = 0.002 

At RBD + 7 days: 

BI group : 45% 

Control : 37%  

β = 0.33 (95% CI 0.17-0.50), 
Odds-Ratio = 1.39, p < 0.001 



No sub-group was negatively affected 
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Impact on in-coming queries  

28 

Total number of incoming calls from return by date to close down 

 

Historical Data 

• April 2017 data not available 

• For May 2017 = 683  

→ General Information = 290, Help to complete = 38 

 

 

Trial Months Data (including but not exclusive to trial participants) 

• For April 2018 = 550  

→ General Information = 131, Help to complete = 22 

• For May 2018 = 559  

→ General Information = 153, Help to complete = 21 
 



✅ We leveraged behavioural science principles to 

increase the number of businesses that return the 

survey questionnaire on time, thereby reducing 

resources spent response chasing  

✅ We could assess the feasibility of behavioural insights 

trials across business surveys, and gauge the benefits 

of behavioural insights interventions weighted against 

the operational and reputational risks. 

Conclusions 



☐ At the very start, create a clear process map of the whole survey process 

(incl. printing, reception and ingestion) which captures what can go wrong at 

the different process stages and possible solutions  

☐ Involve and meet regularly with key people across different business areas + 

Set-up roles with clear responsibilities + Establish a process of detailed 

reporting to track decisions and milestone in the project  ➡  ️ Promptly 

address issues and escalate decisions to right level  

☐ When planning, be aware of anything (incl. processes) that cannot be 

changed or measured as part of the intervention (e.g., colours!)  

☐ Understand the context of the issue(s) that the intervention is aiming to 

address with behavioural insights (do not follow a cookbook) 

☐ As behavioural insights experts, be brave in your proposal but be ready to find 

compromises and start small instead  ➡  ️ Essential to build trust with key 

stakeholder and take in their concerns 

Lessons Learned 



☐ Switching the behaviour of long-standing 

survey participants is a different challenge: 

what might work for them? 

☐ How have you dealt with the risk aversion of 

key stakeholders?  

☐ How to use the momentum and capitalise on 

these results? 

 

Questions 
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Promising technique:  

─ Improving data collection 

─ Strengthen imago Statistics Netherlands 

 

Better data, faster response pace 

 

How? Most effective technique? Timing? Limits cost-
effiency?  

  

Targeted communication 
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Several pilots 
 
The recently become mandatory agricultural surveys 

The mandatory 2017 Survey on Research & Development 

The non-mandatory Survey on Arts and Culture Education  

The non-mandatory 2017 ICT Survey 

The non-mandatory 2018 ICT Survey  
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Surveys:  
- Apple & Pear Yields 

- Vegetables (outdoor crops) 

- Pig Population 

- Arable Farming 

- In 2017: Consumption of Pastureland (non- mandatory) 

1. No enforcement until 2018 

2. To keep a good customers relationship: several 
attractive communication products  

 

Agricultural surveys:  
Obligation, removing potential barriers 
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Agricultural surveys: Response rates (%) 

survey 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Apple & Pear Yields 50,8% 49,5% 77,8% 76,8% 

Vegetables (outdoor crops) 
 

53,7% 48,7% 72,5% 71,3% 

Pig Population 
 

64,2% 58,9% 77,9% 84,6% 

Arable Farming 
 

58,4% 50,3% 78,8% 72,0% 

Consumption of Pastureland 
(non- mandatory, pilot products  
in 2017) 
 

51,9% 48,5% 54,8% 39,8% 
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─ Obligation didn’t result in much commotion on social 
media, relatively low number of calls to our helpdesk, 
communication materials might be helpfull 

─ Higher response rates are entirely affected by the 
mandation 

─ Farmers are focussed on the mandatory surveys, non- 
mandatory surveys have a lower priority now 

─ Extra costs: € 8.500,-- yearly (excl. hourly wages)  

 

 

Impact 
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─ Mandatory since 2015 

─ Information card  enclosed with the reminder letter  

─ Promising: 6% additional response 

 

 

 

 

─ Experiment will be repeated: new questionnaire may have 
interfered with the pilot results  

survey on R&D: Reminder with information about 

approaching enforcement procedure 

Response rates 2015 (R&D) 2016 (R&D) 

Upon sending reminder letter & info enforcement 72,8% 67,2% 

Upon telephonic reminder 83,5% 83,9% 

increase 10,7% 16,7% 
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─ Aim: to enhance the response (target 50%, actual response 
rate much lower 

─ Experiment with new pre-due date reminder: card vs. letter 

 

 

 

 

 

─ Pre-due date reminder letter significantly better 

 

Survey on Arts and Culture education:  
pre-due date reminder 
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─ Design 

─ Incentive 

─ Pre-due date reminder card vs. letter 

 

 

ICT 2016, 2017 & 2018 
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─ Design: timing of the letters is important 

- early pre-due date reminder letter is effective (5 ½ weeks 
after start) 

- Don’t sent the reminders to early (9 and 13 weeks after 
start) 

─ Third reminder: 3-4% extra response 

 

 

 

ICT 2016 & 2017: Design large businesses 
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─ Incentive (general feedback)  

 

 

 

 

 

─ Incentive / no incentive: Response-rates not significant 
different 

 

ICT 2018: Non-tailored unconditional Incentive  

 

Incentive No incentive 

n r % n r % 

Small businesses 4970 2009 40,4% 4970 2110 42,5% 

Large businesses 6316 3822 60,5% 6316 3819 60,5% 
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─ Pre-due date reminder (letter vs. card): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

─ No significant difference between card en letter 

─ Letter significant better than no pre-due date reminder  

 

ICT 2018: Pre-due date reminder  

 

Pre-due reminder card Pre-due reminder letter No pre-due reminder 

n r % n r % n r % 

Small businesses 3313 1369 41,3% 3311 1434 43,3%* 3313 1316 39,7%* 

Large businesses 4210 2544 60,4 4212 2638 62,6%* 4210 2459 58,4%* 

*  Significantly different (95% confidence interval) 
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─ Timing of communication  

─ Pre due reminder 

─ Reminder 

─ Advanced communication about enforcement 

─ Website 

─ Incentive with general feedback 

 

 

Conclusion 
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Discussion 
 
What are your experiences with additional 
communication materials like flyers, 
incentives, video clips, etc? 
  
What are your experiences regarding the 
effect of cards as compared to letters?   
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Agricultural Survey: pre-due date reminder 
cards and factsheets 
 
website  

https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/deelnemers-enquetes/deelnemers-enquetes/bedrijven/onderzoek/lopend/oogstraming-groenten-open-grond
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survey on R&D: Reminder with information 
about approaching enforcement procedure 
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Survey on Arts and Culture education:  
pre-due date reminder 
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Name &Address 
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ICT:  
pre-due date reminder 
 
website 

http://www.cbs.nl/ictgebruik
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Data Collection Workflow Overview  

PAPER 

slow, laborious, 
error prone 

PSI 
Information 

System 

Automation 

XML 
fast, easy, improve quality, reduce 

reporting burden, save costs 
  

WEBFORMS 

fast, laborious, less 
errors, save costs 

PSI – Provider Statistical Information / Respondent / Data Provider 

Survey Management System 

98
% 



Data Collection Production System Architecture  

Data Collection 
 

Subject Matter 
 



Portuguese business structure  
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Only 10% of Micro 
Companies are 
involved in surveys, 
and 8% participate in 
just one survey. 

Large Companies are 
full involved in 
surveys, and 37% 
have more than 10 
surveys by year. 

Reporting statistical Information obligations 

6 
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11% 
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5% 1% 

23% 

37% 

5% 

37% 

Reporting statistical Information obligations 

+10 

6-10 
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Number 
of 

Surveys  
(2017) 



Respondents are 

invited to, in a 

voluntary base, fill a 

short opinion 

questionnaire. 

Respondent Behaviour 

7 



 

 

68 different surveys 

were involved (2017) 

Opinion questionnaire - Figures 

8 

Response Rate 64,3% 

99 578 
Possible replies 

63 999 
Replies 



Company Size does not 

affect the level of effort. 

 

50% say that is Easy or 

Very Easy reporting 

Statistical Information.   

Only 3% report that is 

Very difficult. 

 

Opinion questionnaire - Figures 

9 
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39% 39% 40% 39% 
39% 

34% 36% 38% 38% 36% 

11% 11% 11% 12% 11% 
3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 

Level of effort and difficulties of reporting statistical information 

Very 
difficult 

Difficult 

Neither 
easy nor 
difficult 
Easy 

Very easy 

Level  of 
difficultie
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Companies consider that 

the statistical information 

(SI) has significant utility to 

the society, but they are 

more reluctant to admit their 

own interest on it. 

SI own interest, increase as 

the company size grown. 

Opinion questionnaire - Figures 
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Usefulness of the information provided 
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More than 3000 

feedbacks were 

received. 

34% of positive 

feedbacks. 

Web forms, statistical 

burden, and feedback 

report were the most 

common. 

Opinion questionnaire - Figures 

11 



All feedbacks were responded. 

Annual Statistics Calendar were 
created. 

Some Web forms were 
reviewed. 

Handbook of Principles and 
Practices for Business Surveys, 
were reviewed, simplifying 
reminders and letters. 

Data collection schedule was 
adjusted (when possible). 

 

More statistical 

personalized 

feedback reports are 

being developed.  

Follow Up – Motivating Respondents 

12 



Confidentiality assured. 

The reports have been 

designed in a very concise 

manner, using graphics and 

images. 

Regularly updated. 

Feedback to respondents 

13 



More than 50000 

companies involved. 

Synthetic and targeted 

way by themes. 

Tailored Reports for 

large companies. 

Keeping open to new 

suggestions. 

 

 

 

Feedback to respondents 

14 



Recognized as an excellent initiative 
Respondents Quick Reactions 

15 

 

 

 
“This  information help us to better 
understand the market in which we stand 
and the position of our Company. Many 
thanks.” 



How often should we 
replicate these 
initiatives? 

The Personal 
Feedback Report. Is 
really appreciated by 
respondents? 

 

 

Do you feel that small 

things can reproduce big 

changes in Respondents 

Motivation? 

Motivation!Tailoring or 

ready-to-use? 

 

Possible Questions??? 

16 
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CENTRALIZED  

INBOUND AND OUTBOUND 

CONTACT CENTER SERVICE 

AS NEW STRATEGY IN  

DATA COLLECTION 

G. Bellini (speaker) 
S. Binci, P. Bosso, S. Curatolo, F. Monetti 
 



SUMMARY 

I. Data collection and Contact Center service 

centralization 

II. INbound and OUTbound service organization and 

tools adopted  

III. Preliminary results and service data analysis 

IV. Future challenges 

 

 
 



I. Data collection and Contact Center 

service centralization 

 



New setup: Data collection as cross-sectional service 
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Direct data collection 

Methods and information technologies 



Data collection (DC) centralisation 

 Only responsibility centre for DC 

 Establishing a specialist centre for the DC 

 Transfer of specialist knowledge of DC between sectors 

 Increase the efficiency of the activities carried out 

o Standardization of activated processes and functions 

o Deleting duplications and overlays in functions 

o Restructuring of the DC processes 

 Revisit capacities, resources used, workflows 



Statistical production process 

Mapping of CDDC activities within the framework of the international reference conceptual schema GSBPM  
Source: Delibera D16 49 DIRM2017 
Generic Statistical Business Process Model – GSBPM  
(http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model) 

Specify 
needs 

Design Build Collect Process Analyse 
Dissem
inate 

Evalu
ate 

Directorate for data 
collection (CDDC) 

Management 
of Contact 

Center 
services 

One of the core activity 

http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/The+Generic+Statistical+Business+Process+Model


Contact Center (CC) Service generalisation 

2016 - January 

Launching the 
INbound service 
for enterprises 
surveys and the 
Business 
statistical Portal 

2017 –  
During the 
year  

Extending 
INbound 
Service to 
surveys on 
Institutions 
and 
Individuals 

2017 - July 

Launching 
OUTbound 
service on 
Enterprises 
and 
Institutions 

Unique CC  

Work in 
progress.. 



II. INbound and OUTbound service 

organization and tools adopted 



  GENERAL 

Providing assistance and 

support to respondent units 

Standardize data collection 

processes by adopting a single 

model for all surveys 

Improve the quality of the data 

collected, mainly in terms of 

completeness and timeliness 

 

 

INbound – OUTbound - Service objectives 

Specifically for OUTBound 

 

Improve response rates 
(managing reminds as «core 
service» and the direct data 
entry as «additional service») 

 

Confirm/Update the register  
information of the survey units 
and the data of the company 
contacts that populate the 
acquisition systems of the 
Institute (statistical portal, 
Gino...) 

 

 



INbound – OUTbound  management: 

Integrated working flow 

Assistance and 
support service 

to respondent units  

INbound OUTbound 

Reminder service 
to non-respondent 

units 

The two services 
operate as an  

integrated 
management system: 

• operators with similar skills and experience 
• same knowledge system (FAQs) to support sample units  
• comparable training sessions 
• use of standard procedures to manage the sample units 



INbound – OUTbound  management: 

The players 

Sample units 

• provide assistance 

and support to 

respondent units in 

fulfilment of statistic 

requirements (Single 

contact point) 

• manage and solve 

the most recurring 

issues 

• transmit the complex 

and specific 

requests to Istat 

experts (by the tool 

Agenda Condivisa) 

Contact Center 

INbound Operators 

Istat  

Data Collection and 

Statistical Production 

Directorates 

Contact Center 

OUTbound 

Operators 

• contact the non-

respondent units to 

remind survey’s 

deadline 

• provide assistance 

and support in 

fulfilment of statistic 

requirements, 

whether required 

• redirect the contacted 

unit to Inbound 

Service for any 

complex non-thematic 

and non-recurring 

thematic request 

• solve Inbound 

complex non-

thematic and non-

recurring thematic 

cases (by the tool 

Agenda Condivisa) 

Enterprises, 

Institutions and 

Individuals 

involved in 

statistical 

surveys 



INbound – OUTbound  management: 

Istat internal functions 

Data Collection Directorate 

• standardisation of operational 

procedures 

• define activity schedule  

• production and update of non-

thematic subject matter 

• training to operator on non-

thematic matter 

• monitoring the service 

• management of complex non-

thematic service requests (SR) 

 

Production Directorates 

• production of thematic subject 

matter 

• training to operator on specific 

survey matter 

• management of non-recurring 

thematic service requests (SR) 

 



PRELIMIN
ARY 

PHASE 

• Production/update of survey information and thematic FAQ (Production Directorates) 

• Non-thematic FAQ update (DC) 

• Training operators (Production and DC Directorates) 

• IB - Creation of thematic areas and log-in credentials to access the shared Agenda (DC, 
Contact Center - CC) 

• OB – Define list size by survey, based on sample size and response rates analysis 

• OB - List creation and integration with variables  

• OB - Updating Contacts script 

CARRYIN
G OUT 
PHASE 

• Supervision and monitoring of the service (DC) 

• Eventual training on the job (DC and Production Directorates) 

• IB - Third-level non-thematic ticket processing (DC) 

• IB – Third-level thematic ticket processing (Production Directorates) 

• OB – Daily update of the non respondents list (DC) 

• OB – Daily report Delivery (CC) 

INbound (IB) – OUTbound (OB) management: 

Main activities 

 
 



INbound – OUTbound tools to solve users request: 

Survey characteristics 

Survey characteristics 
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL REGULATION   List of main legislative acts 

SURVEY NAME Complete name arising from legislative act 

REFERENCE PERIOD Month / Quarterly / Year / 

SAMPLE TYPE Census/Sample 

SAMPLE SIZE Number of units included 

SURVEYED VARIABLES Main issues 

OBLIGATION TO ANSWER YES/NO 

SUBJECT TO PENALTIES YES/NO 

DEADLINE FOR DATA COLLECTION DAY/MONTH/YEAR 

SURVEY PRODUCTION RESPONSIBLE Name Surname  (direct telephone) 

CONTACT MAIL  Survey ordinary contact mail 



INbound – OUTbound tools to solve users request: 

FAQ - Main categories 

 
Cross-cutting requests regarding: 

• access and usage of data acquisition system   

• information on legislation, obligation to answer  

and penalties 

• general information about survey (deadline, 

involved units, data collection method, …) 

Requests on specific survey issues: 

• main questionnaire topics and methodology 

• insolvency proceedings  

• register information changes  

recurring thematic 

non-temathic 



 

The back-office of the Business Statistical Portal is the tool used by 

contact center operators to provide first-level assistance to survey 

respondents regarding: 

 

registration and access to the system 

resetting of original password for login 

insertion of requests for updating business master data in the 

appropriate section of the Business statistical Portal (business name, 

address, type of company, NACE activity, etc.)  

deadline for data transmission and information on state of fulfillment for 

each specific survey  

 

 

 

 

INbound – OUTbound tools to manage data acquisition 

Business statistical Portal - Back office 



Each Inbound Service Requests presented by telephone or email and classified 

according to FAQ categories, creates a ticket.  

 

Responsibility in ticket solving: 

 

Focus INbound :                                           1/2 

Trouble ticket system – Tickets management 

Non-thematic 

ticket  

and recurring 

thematic ticket 

Thematic ticket  

and complex  

non-thematic 

ticket  



Focus INbound :                                       2/2 

Trouble ticket system – Agenda Condivisa 

Contact Center operators transmit not solvable tickets to Istat experts by 

the Agenda Condivisa tool  

 

The Agenda Condivisa: 

includes all relevant informations to allow Istat experts managing 

the Service Request, that is: 

respondent units data (unit code, name and contact informations 

of user who contacted Inbound service, … 

request matter (short description) 

provides all the functionalities to allow managing ticket by 

Contact Center operators and Istat experts 



Standard form, customized according to metadata on survey 

characteristics 

Guiding the operator in the contact management of the not responding 

unit, defining the flow 

for the verification of the company contact and for the delivery of the 

reminder determined by the characteristics of the unit 

for assistance in case a specific request arise from the non-

respondent 

Defines the encoding of contact results (Provisional and definitive) 

Focus OUTbound :                                       1/3 

Contact script 



Focus OUTbound :                                       2/3 

Lists and sample units contacts 

Statistical 
production 

 

• Provide a list of the units to be contacted balanced according to the following criteria: 

• influential units 

• units subject to penalties 

• long term non-respondent units  

• presence or not of at least one contact (telephone number or name of a delegate to the 
compilation) 

 

Data 
Collection 

• Integrate the list with the information useful for the customization of the script: 

• registry unit variables 

• date and protocol number of the survey information and / or communication with the of the 
information for the login to the data acquisition system 

• contact person of the survey unit (eg delegates and administrators of the portal) 

• penalty units 

CC 
OUTbound 

• Integrate the list with missing contact information 

• Upload the list into the software 



It’s used in order to support  Quarterly Business Survey on Job Vacancies and 

Hours Worked (VELA) respondents in the transition phase from CATI to CAWI 

surveying technique 

 

In addition to the “core service”, the following services are provided: 

support respondents in the compilation of the questionnaire and right 

interpretation of the questions  

direct realization of data entry in the on-line questionnaire, if explicitly 

required by the contacted enterprise 

direct insertion of register changes, in the appropriate section of the 

Business statistical Portal 

Focus OUTbound :                                       3/3 

The additional service 



III. Preliminary results and 

service data analysis 

 

 



Preliminary results:  

increase of response rate and decrease in lenght of DC 

Structural Business surveys  

Average response rate + 11 percentage points 

Average length of data collection -37.2 solar days (d) 

Short-term surveys  

(three representative surveys)  

Average response rate  + 20 percentage points 



250.000 

total SR 

90%

10%

SR solved by CC
operators (first and
second level assistance)

SR solved by Istat experts
(third level)

INbound service: 
 

by 
phone
75%

by mail
25%

by channel  

by level of 

assistance 
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INbound service:  

overall efficiency 

Abandoned: 

19,5%  
Call back: 

3,2% 

Answered calls 

(on incoming calls): 

74,9% 

 

 

in 20’’ (SLA):  

63,9% 

Abandoned: 

2,4%  

Waiting queue IVR 
INCOMING 

CALLS 



INbound service:  

efficiency trend:  

Incoming calls 

Incoming and 

answered calls  

Calls Answered in 20’’ 
(Service Level Agreement) 
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Outbound service:  

effectiveness  
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OUTbound service: 

response rate trend by survey  
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Outbound service: 

contribution to overall response rate  by survey 
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Future challenges 

 Use of management and acquisition systems increasingly 

standardized and homogeneous in the type of functions made 

available 

 Generalization of the service: greater integration between 

INbound and OUTbound services 

 Progressive inclusions of all survey under a single CC service 

 Rationalization of tendering procedures for the acquisition of 

the service: reduction of costs per unit 

 





Main issues to be discussed 



Heidi Pellmas 
Head of Data Processing 
Data Processing and Registers Department 
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Notifying and training procedure for 
respondents in Statistics Estonia 



Notifying and training 

 Notifications 

 About the obligation to submit data  

 About changes or adjustments in questionnaires  

 Other notifications (information letters, descriptions of statistical activities, etc.) 

 Reminders (about approaching / expired deadlines) 

 Precept - warning (before penalty payment) 

 Trainings 

 About questionnaires 

 About the data submission application eSTAT 

 Informative trainings  

 Who we inform and train 

 Managers of the enterprise 

 eSTAT main users  

 Data providers 
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Why? 

 Every year - Statistics Estonia conduct about 
160 statistical activities. 50 of these are based 
100% on administrative data and for 70 we 
collect data from economic units and persons.  

 We collect data with the help of 150 different 
questionnaires - about 140 of these can be filled in 
our electronic data collecting system eSTAT and 

the others are done by paper or by interviews. 

 In a calendar year we collect data from      40 000 
economic units. For economic units the submitting 
data is legally required 

 In one year we collect ~420 000 questionnaires, 
on average 1700 in one day. 

 In one year we send around 450 000 electronic 
notices to economic units. 
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Notifications about the obligation to submit data 

 15 December – notification about obligations in the following calendar year 

 12th date each month – notification about obligations imposed due the calendar year 

 

• The questionnaires which the enterprise must submit in the following year have been 
listed on Statistics Estonia’s website under menu item “Obligation to submit data“  

 obligations are visible to the enterprise after entering the registry code  

 on the list are questionnaires, periods, deadlines, important information about 
data submission - questionnaires pages have links  to  the information about the 
purpose of data collection, information about where the data are used, published, 
etc. 

 For data submission, we recommend using the electronic data collection environment 
eSTAT. Links to information about joining and using eSTAT have been added. 

 Information about Statistics Estonia’s right to issue a precept to the respondent for the 
elimination of the violation resulting from failure to submit data or submission of 
distorted data. 
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https://www.stat.ee/76818
https://www.stat.ee/76818


Other notifications 

 We thank respondents for their cooperation 

 Upon ending data collection with a questionnaire, we inform respondents about the 
data sources which are going to be used for data collection in the future. 

 When we send year-end greetings to enterprises who have submitted their data on 
time in the calendar year 

 We inform respondents  

 About the objective and importance of the statistical activity, reason for data 
collection, data users, etc. https://www.stat.ee/esms-metadata . We send inform-
letters, for example, for questionnaires EKOMAR – Economic activity (year), 
Economic activity (quarter); Intrastat; Manufactured goods; Innovation Survey, etc. 

 eSTAT main users – notification at the beginning of the year about their data 
submission rights and obligations in the calendar year 

 Information to new respondents about joining eSTAT - https://www.stat.ee/en 
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https://www.stat.ee/esms-metadata
https://www.stat.ee/esms-metadata
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https://www.stat.ee/en


Reminders 

 Reminders are sent to enterprises that have not submitted their data to Statistics Estonia 
(partially completed questionnaires are regarded as questionnaires not submitted).  
 The letters are sent automatically by eSTAT on specified dates – 5 days prior and 3, 7 

and 20 days after the submission Deadline (background paper appendix 1). 

 In addition to the reminders sent from the eSTAT system, also separate reminders can be 
sent to economic entities: 

 When necessary, to respondents of questionnaires with a longer collection period, 
who have not submitted data by deadline 

 In the case of INTRASTAT questionnaires not yet started – reminders are sent by 
client support on the 25th date each month about all the missing periods 

 Precept - warning (before penalty payment) 

 Monthly and quarterly questionnaires - the letters are sent about 10 days after 
submission deadline  

 Yearly questionnaires  - the letters are sent about 20 days after submission deadline  
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Trainings  

 We wish to introduce to the managers, accountants, etc. of enterprises / economic 
entities  

 the objectives of specific statistical activities for which the enterprises must submit 
data 

 instruct and consult them on using eSTAT  

 instruct and consult them to complete questionnaires 

 consult them on the sources which are used to pre-fill the questionnaires 

 On Statistics Estonia’s website under menu item “Submit data” are available 

 information on organized training 

 the training programs 

 the training  materials 

 registration for training  

 Training providers include: 

 Heads of statistical activities 

 Head of client support  

 Leading statistician of the source database  team   

 Senior consultant from Marketing and Dissemination Department 
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Trainings feedback 

 After training we ask participants for feedback. The link to the feedback form is sent to the 
e-mail address that participants provided during registration for training.  

 The summaries of feedback forms will be available to all training providers and the training 
organiser, so that training sessions to data providers could be made more informative and 
accessible. 

 In addition, we send each enterprise that received a training invitation (irrespective of 
whether they participated in the training session or not) a link to the training materials, so 
that there would be an option to review the materials when necessary. 

 

 

This year, we started developing video tutorials - for the data submission application eSTAT 
and for various questionnaires. These videos will be added to the training materials on the 
website. 
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Thank You! 
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